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AGDÂniels’ Medicines^^I?

DR. A. c. DANIELS’ DOG AND CAT REMEDIES.
Price

ANTI VOMIT TABLETS, for un in Diarrhoea, Gastritis, Vomiting ..... 25c
BLÔOD REMEDY, for use in Anaemia, Dropey, Vertigo and Rheumatism . . . 25c

■BRONCHIAL DROPS, for use in Colds, Distemper, Pneumonia .... 25c, 50c
CALCYTITIS, for use in Balanitis, Retention of Urine, all Bladder Troubles . . 25c, 50c
CANKER REMEDY, for use in Canker of the Ear, Otitis Media, etc. . . , - 25c
CARBO NEGUS, Disinfectant, Skin Ills, Sores, Kennel Use, Deodoriser . . 35c, 60c
CHOREA OR PAIN REMEDY, for use in Chorea, Colic, Convulsions, Paralysis . 25c
COMPOUND SULPHUR TABLETS, tot use in Ecsema, Ring Worm, Skin Erup

tions of all kinds. Cooling to the Blood................................................................50c
DIARRHOEA TABLETS, for use in Diarrhoea, Disentery, Inflammation of Boa els . 50c
DISTEMPER TABLETS, for use in Catarrh, Colds, Distemper, Milk Fever, Pneu

monia, Grippe, Influenza Neuralgia, Ac............................................................ ...... 500
DOG AND PUPPY BREAD, the best for all dogs. In package, pound or barrel 
EFFERVESCENT WASH for use in Canker of the Far, Diphtheria, Otitis Media • , 25c
EMULSION, for use in Anaemia, Colds, Hepatitis, Pneumonia, Rickets, Worms . 25c, lUc 
EYE LOTION, for use in Conjunctivitis, Distemper, all Inflammation of the Eyes . . 50e
PLEA POWDER, for use as its name applies......................................................... 25c
GOITRE REMEDY, for use in Goitre, Ring Worm, Swellings and Inflammation of all

kinds, as a counter-irritant. Removes Bunches................................ ' . . 50c
LIVER AND KIDNEY TABLETS, for us# in Bladder and Urinary Troubles,

Kiilney and liver Troubles, Biliousness, Capricious Appetite, Jaundice . . . 50c
LAXATIVE TABLETS, for use in keeping the bowels in perfect condition . . . 25c
ÜÂÎÎSiî f°r ued in Mange, Eczema, and all kinds of Skin ills ... 50c
MOUTH WASH, for use in Balanitis, Gastritis, Stomatitis, Salivation .... 25c

for use in Catarrh, Colds, Distemper . . . ... . . . . 25c
NERVIDE AND FlT REMEDY, for use before whelping, and for Convulsions.
___Eclampsia Balanitis, Fits, Retention of Urine................................................ ...... 25c
îïïîiLRJ*BLETS, for use in Neuralgia and Rheumatism............................. 25c

COCUS, for use in Chorea, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Paralysis . . . 35c, 60c
PUPPY VERMIFUGE, for use in Chorea, Paralysis, Worms in Toy Dogs, Puppies

and Cats. Harmless and effective............................................................... ...... 60c
AVE TABLETS, for use in restoring lost tissue and vitality, convalescing 50C

SKIN Ot NTMENT, for use in all Skin Eruptions, Mange........................................ 256
SOAP Daniels’ Veterinary, useful everywhere where a disinfectant soap is needed . 25c
TASTELESS LAXaTiVF., for use in Constipation, after giving Worm Medicine,

Colic, Cystitis, Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Ac....................................................... 25c, 50c
WITCH HAZEL, tor use m Asthma, Catarrh, all forms of Inflammation and

Sore Eyes in Animals................................................................................ 25c. 50c
WONDER \VORKER LOTION, for use in Canker of the Ear, Prolapse of the Reetum 50c 
WORM EXPEI.LER, for the expulsion of all kinds of Worms in Dogs and Puppies . 50c
Dr. A. C. Daniels* Book on Diseases of Dogs or Cats and treatment 
can be obtained at any medicine counter In the world! ask them 
for It.

The DR. A. C. DANIELS CO. OF CANADA, Ltd., Sole Agents for Canada and Provinces.

DR. J. F. TRUE & CO’S FAMILY REMEDIES.
TRUE’S ELIXIR........................................................................................ 40o, 80c * $1.26
TRUE’S COUGH AND CROUP SYRUP....................................... .’........................... 260
TRUE’S WORM WAFERS.............................................................................................. 260
TRUE’S INVIGORANT . . •............................................................................. 50c, 76c
TRUE’S SUPERIOR WHITE LINIMENT........................................................................ 260

DR. A. G DAMELS CO. OF CANADA. Limited, Knowhoo, Quebec. Canada.



PRICE LIST OF DR. A. C. DANIELS' WARRANTED MEDICINES
FOI HIMES INI Mint. SHEEP ‘MO SWINE

COW 1NVIGORATOR, for preventing Aborting, Afterbirth, Run 
Down Condition in Cows ... ... 60c

COLIC CURB, for Colic, Paralysis of Hind ynartere. Stoppage,
Hoven in Cattle..................................................................... $1.25

HORSE RKNOVATOR, for Indigestion, Bad Blood, Loss of Appetite
in Horses, Hog Cholera............................................................. 60c

COUGH, COLD & FEVER DROPS and DISTEMPER CURE, for
all Lnng Troubles............................................................. 60c » $1.25

WONDER WORKER LOTION, for Healing Barbed Wire Cuts,
Galls, Sores, Scratches and Wounds . 60c fit $1.25

HOOF GROWER A SOFTENER, for Contracted Feet, Dry, Cracked
and Shelly Hoofs ....................................................................... 60c

ABSORBENT SPAVIN REMEDY, for Splints, Punches and En
largements ...............................................................................60c & $1.21

DANIELS' LINIMENT OSTER-COCUS OIL, for Nerve, Bone and 
Muscle Lameness, Sore Cords, Pains, Aches, Strains, Lumbago, 
Rliumatism, Neuralgia, Chilblain, and lnflamaiory Condi

tions ...............................................................................- 35c, 60c & $1.25
CARBO-NEGUS, a Disinfectant and Purifier for Sores, Mange and 

Wounds. Useful in Stable ami Kennel . . . 35c, 60c & $1.25
GALL SALVE, for all sorts of Galls and Sores . 35c & 60c
HOOF DRESSING, for Polishing the Hoofs . . . 60c & 85c
PHYSIC BALLS, always ready and reliable. Keep good in any climate 35c 
EYE WASH, for Sore Eyes in all kind of Animais .... 60c
HEALING POWDER and CANKER REMEDY, a Dusting Powder

for Sores, Cuts and Wounds.................................................... 35c & 60c
CLOUDY EXTRACT OF WITCH HAZEL, for all Inflammatory 

Conditions of Man or Animal . . . 35c fit 60c

LISTE DE PRIX DES MEDICINES DO DR. A. C. DANIELS
peer In (him, In lit# i crai, I# mIh$ il I# pires.

COW IN VIGOR ATOR. Pour éviter l'avortement à donner après que la veche à 
vêlé et éviter l'affaiblissement ........ 60c

COLIC CURB. Pour les coliques, paralysie du train de derrière, la constipation, 
l’haletement ches les vache» .... . . pl.gl

HORSK RKNOVATOR. Pour indigestions, sang vicié, perte d'appétit chez les 
chevaux, pour le choléra des porcs ....... 90c

COUGH, COLD, FEVER DROPS et DISTEMPER CURE Pour tous les troubles 
des poumons ....... «Oc - 11.25

WONDERWORKER l.OTION. Pour cicatriser les coupures de barrière» piquan
tes, les molettes les plaies, les égratignure» et les blessures «Oc - 11.25

HOOF GROWER et SOFTENER. Pour les pieds contractés, les sabots sec», 
craqués et écaillés ....... ... 00c

ABSORBENT SPAVIN REMEDY. Pour le» suros, les molettes, les callosités fldc - 11.2» 
DANIELS' LINIMENT OSTEK-COCUS OIL. Liniment pour le» nerf, et les 

muscles. Guérit toutes les douleurs des Tendons, des Muscles, es Entorses, le 
Mal de Gorge, le Lumbago, le Rhumatisme, la Névralgie, les Faiblesses deaJoin
tures, les F.ngelûres, les Piqûres et toute Inflammation . . 3.x - «Oc 11.25

CARBO-NEGUS. Désinfecte et nettoie les plaies, excellent pour la rcgneetles 
blessures, utile à l'écurie et au chenil . . . 85c - «Oc

GA LL SALVE. Pour toute» sortes de molettes et de blessure» . 35c • 60c
HOOP DRESSING. Pour polir le sabot ... . , 60c - 86c
PHYSIC BALLS. Toujours prêtes et efficace», se sonservent dans n'importe quel 

climats ........... 36c
EYE "WASH. Pour toutes les maladies des yeux qu'ou rencontre chez le» animaux tilk 
HEALING POWDER & CANKER REMEDY. Une pondre pour tes plaies, les 

coupures et les blessures ........ 36c - PO-1
CLOUDY EXTRACT OP WITCH HAZEL. Peur tous le» cas d'inflamation 

chez les hommes ou chez les animaux . . ■ S6c . 60c
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For more than a quarter of a century Dr. A. 
C. Daniels’ Warranted Veterinary Medicines 
have been the favorite handy Home Remedies 
for doctoring Horses, Dogs, Cattle, Sheep, Swine, 
Cats, etc., etc.

These Guaranteed remedies are prepared from 
the choicest drugs to be obtained, in our own 
laboratories, and under our personal supervision 
with the greatest care, regardless of the expense, 
and they are as near perfection as can be made. 
These medicines are not “Patent Medicines;” 
each and every one is founded upon well estab
lished Veterinary formulas. As a consequence, 
we are enabled to warrant any package of Dr. 
A. C. Daniels’ Remedies to be all that is claimed 

for it or refund the money. Just follow directions. These satisfactory con
ditions, existing so long, have built for Dr. A. C. Daniels’ Remedies, a world
wide, popular reputation. For the protection of the public against inferior 
substitutes and imitations, we herewith present a small portrait of Dr. A. 
C. Daniels, which, with his signature, appears on everjrpackage.

For the convenience of the trade we have established Distributing 
Agencies in the following cities and countries, where our goods and books can 
be obtained in any quantity desired.
DR. A. C. DANIELS of BOSTON, MASS. j ^IcTORY^Sy^entfli St.

DR. A. C. DANIELS of CANADA, Limited, Knowlton, P. Q.
C. F. GOODNOW, 145 North Sixth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
GLOUSTER STABLE SUPPLY CO., 921 Race St., Cincinnati, O.
GEO. O. WELLMAN, JR., • 1733 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
HARRY A. SHORT, 112 South Second St., Louisville, Ky.
H. P. BAB SON, 43 Page St., Providence, R. Î.
A. T. ROCHE & CO., 263 Pacific Bldg., San Francisco.
NATIONAL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO., Halifax, N. S. and St. John, N. B.
WM. J. A. BAILEY,
L. J. LECLAÜS,
W. A. HAYLOCK,
E. O. HALL & SON, Ltd..
ANDREWS VON FISCHERZ & GEORGE, 
ROMBACH & CO.,
NORTH & REA,
SMITH, STANISTREET & CO.,
N. GANNAGE,
DUERDIN & SAINSBtRY,
F. H. PAULDING & CO.,
TREACHER & CO. ,
L BECK,
J. LEAVITT,
C. E. JOHNSTONE & CO.,
U. G. POGUE DRUG CO.,
J. C. BOURLAND,

London, Eng. 
Ventersburg, So. Africa. 

Belize, British Honduras.
Honolulu, T. H. 

Shanghai, China. 
Hongkong, China. 

Yokohama, Japan. 
Calcutta, India. 

Alexandria and Cairo, Egypt. 
Melbourne, Australia. 

Adelaide, Australia. 
Bombay, India. 

Manda, P. L 
San Juan, Porto Rico. 

Port Antonio, Jamaica. 
Wenatchee, Wash., U. S. A.

Houston, Texas.
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Farmers, Breeders, Horse Owners and Stablemen
THESE MEDICINES WILL BE FOUND INVALUABLE TO YOU
They are safe, reliable and always ready for use. They will keep in 

perfect order for years. In case of sudden sickness or accident they are 
invaluable. You can doctor your own horse, saving money, time, suffering 
and even the life of your animal. Every stableman and stock owner should 
have a good assortment of Dr. Daniels’ Warranted Veterinary Medicines. 
If vou nave these remedies on hand, you will get the habit of promptly 
and properly caring for your stock when they need assistance. 1

Dr. Daniels’ Cow Invlgorator Is the dairyman’s best friend; given to 
the cows properly obviates aborting, retained afterbirth, blue and scant 
milk, garget, caked udder, scours and run-down condition, aids digestion 
and tends to increase quantity of milk. Price, 60c.

Dr. Daniels’ Colic Drops, if given in time, will prevent the loss of your 
horse from the well-nigh fatal disease of colic. You won’t have to send 
miles away for a veterinary surgeon, for the remedy is at your side and you 
can adminster it yourself, saving worry, suffering and loss. One package 
is good for from 5 to 10 cases. Always keep it on hand. Can be mailed. 
10 cents extra for mailing. Price, 00

Dr. Daniels’ Horse Renovator Powders are the thing to use if your horse 
is out of condition, has Rough Coat, Pimples, or Skin Disease, Old Cough, 
Asthma, Heaves, or drives dull and logy. One package will make him 
show great improvement ; they act immediately on the Kidneys and Urinary 
Organs, put tne coat in fine condition, and many times add twenty-five to 
fifty pounds of flesh to his weight in a month and make him feel as fine as 
silk. A _ real Heave remedy. Excellent for Garget in cows and Hog 
Cholera in hogs. Can be mailed. 8 cents extra for mailing. Price, u c.

Dr. Daniels’ Great Distemper Remedy or Cough, Cold and Fever Drops 
will overcome chills in your horse or any other stock in from 30 to 60 minutes 
when properly and timely given, at a cost of less than 10 cents, thus pre
venting Fever, Pneumonia, Lung Troubles, etc. The Great Distemper 
Remedy is excellent for treating Milk Fever in cows. This remedy is the 
shipper’s friend for acclimating and preventing chills, colds and coughs. 
Can be mailed. 10 cents extra lor mailing Price, 60c -, $1.25

Dr. Daniels’ Wonder Worker Lotion. If a horse or cow is cut on barbed 
wire or wounded in any way, this lotion will quickly stop the bleeding, pre
vent swelling and inflammation and aid the sore to heal quickly. For bums 
scalds, galls and sores of any kind this is a most effective remedy. For piles 
in man or animal it is highly recommended and warranted to give satis
faction. Can be mailed. 10 cents extra for mailing. Price, ouc - $|■>:>

Dr. Daniels’ Hoof Grower. If your horse goes sore forward, or rests 
his feet when standing, give him your i amediate attention. Daniels' Hoof 
Grower will help him. Its general use would prevent at least one-half of 
the lameness in homes. It stimulates the growth of a new hoof, relieves 
Dry, Shelly and Brittle Hoofs and is a great remedy .for contraction. Can 
be mailed. 10 cents extra for mailing. Price, 6ÿc

3
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Dr. A. C. Daniels’ Medicines.

Dr. A. C. Daniel»" Worm Killer for removing all kinds of Worms from 
Horses, Mules, Hogs, etc. Can be mailed. 8 cents extra fo mailing. Price 65c 

Daniels" Absorbent Spavin Remedy for removing Spavin Curb and other in
flammatory bunches. Easy to apply. Leaves no scar or white hair. Can 
be sent by mail. No extra charge. Price, 60c and $1.25

Dr. Daniel»" Liniment (Oster-Cocus Oil), for Bone, Nerve and Muscle lame
ness. A great all round remedy. Should be in every household and stable. 
For Sprains, Strains, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, Inflammatory Bunches 
and Lameness. Smaller size can be sent by mail by sending 10 cents extra 
for mailing. Price, 35c, 60c and $1.25

Carbo-Ncgu«. A disinfectant for cleansing all Sores, Cuts, Wounds, Galls, 
etc. Prevents the spread of contagious diseases, purifies, kill odors, destroy 
germs and microbes. For fleas and lice on dogs, cats or horses it is excel
lent. A great remedy for the mange on horse, dog, cat or other animals. 
Smaller sizes mailed 10 cents extra. Price, 35c, 60c and $1.25

Gall-Cura. You can overcome th^t Harness or Saddle Gall in a few days, 
and keep the horse at work all of the time. Contains no poison. Is safe and 
warranted to please or money refunded. Can be mailed. No extra 
charge. Price, 35c and 60c

Dr. Daniels' Liniment Powder for removing soreness, lameness and stiffness 
from joints and muscles. Especially valuable in Laminitis and Founder. 
An excellent wash after fast track work. Can be mailed. 8 cents extra for 
mailing. Price, 60c.

Dr. Daniel»’ Perfection Hoof Dre»»ing is one of the few harmless things of the 
kind on the market for its purpose. Prevents and remedies hoof troubles 
and keeps the hoofs polished. Price, 60c and 85c

Dr. Daniel»" Phyiic Balls always ready for use. Keeps in any climate. 
"For nse in all diseases of the blood, Worms, Constipation, Indigestion, etc. ; 
always effective safe and satisfactory. Sent by mail. No extra charge for 
.mailing. Price, 35c

Or. Daniel»' Animal Eye Wa»h is the thing the horseman has been waiting 
for, something to treat the weak and inflamed eyss of any animal. Will 
give satisfaction. Can be mailed. 10 cents extra. Price, 60c

Dr. Daniel»" Canker Remedy and Antiiepti Healing Powder, for Sores, Canker 
Thrush and Galls. A safe and reliable remedy, warranted to please. Can 
be mailled. 8 cents extra for mailing. Price, 35c and 60c

Dr. Daniel»' Clo udy Exbat of Witch Hazel, for stable and family use. Con
tains strength and medicinal qualities. Is a great remedy for all sorts of 
"uflammation, external or internal, on man or animal. Price, 35c and 60c 

Mule» can be treated the same as horses either for lameness or ills with 
Daniel»' Remedies.

We manufacture a complete line of Dog and Cat Medicines, most of 
which can be mailed.

Dr. Daniel»' Mediine» are sold throughout the world by up-to-date dealers 
in Medicines.

Book» on all Domeiti Animal» free.

*
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You can cure any case of Colic if you use 

this celebrated remedy in time

/< *j o fact that twenty-seven horses die of colic 
where one is burned to death.

You insure against fire. Do you insure 
against colic? Dr. Daniels’ Colic Drops are the 
one safe policy to hold against Horse Colic. It 
is always quick to act, safe and convenient to 
administer, sure to save the horse when given 

promptly; a woman or a child can save a horse, so simple is its use.
Symptoms of Spasmodic Colic. — Distended Bowels, relieved by 

pressure; pulse natural; lies down and rolls, and seems easier at intervals;
legs and ears generally warm; comes on 
suddenly ; is never preceded, and rarely 
accompanied by fever ; looks back at flanks; 
paws and kicks; will not drink.

Symptoms of Flatulent Colic.—Similar to 
those of spasmodic, except the pain is con
tinuous, not so violent ; abdomen distended 
very hard with drum-like sound when struck, 
followed by difficult breathing; perspiration; 
trembling of limbs ; sighing respiration; pulse 
rapid ; staggers from side to side; bowels con- 

A Symptom of Colic stipated ; lies down with caution.
Horse Colic is Caused

By a great variety of conditions. The most common are indigestion, change 
of feed or water, drinking cold water on an empty stomach, when tired cr 
exhausted, constipation, feeding new hay, oats or com, any grain that has 
soured, ulcers, worms, etc. Many cases are brought on by the horse taking a 
sudden chill by standing in a draft when heated; also by over-feeding, 
which causes "an unusual amount of gas to accumulate; neglect of the usual 
evacuations, such as going a long time without urinating. All of the above, 
as well as many other causes, or a combination of them, will bring on colic.

Treatment
Our treatment will seem so easy and simple, as compared with former 

practice, as to raise some doubts of its results in the minds of people who 
nave had sad experience with other medicines ; but follow directions 
faithfully and the result will please you. Get the horse into a nice spot of 
soft turf or into a deeply bedded box stall, so that if he throws himself down 
violently he will not bruise his flesh or rupture himself. Give as soon as 
possible a dose out of No. 1 bottle, 30 drops (the syringe full), as far back 
on the tongue as possible. In ten minutes give the same sized dose out of 
No. 2 bottle, and then continue giving these doses as above, first one and 
then the other, about ten minutes apart. If a horse is very sick before yon

$



Daniels1 Medicines

can obvain Daniels' Colic Cure you may give two doses of each(60 drcrosj instead 
ot one to start with, then proceed as above, or giving onee in five to ten 
minutes apart.- Usually four to eight doses will cure a bad case, and two to 
four a mild case. Keep everything as quiet as possible. If the horse finds 
any position in which he seems easier, let him keep it. If convenient give 
him an injection of blood-warm soapsuds, or introduce the hand, well greased, 
into his rectum and remove all excrement possible. Many times he will be 
found so constipated that the gas cannot work off naturally. Keep cool. 
Don't get nervous or give other medicines. This remedy will do the work, 
and never fails if given in any reasonable season. It has cured thousands of 
cases after they had been given up as lost by good veterinarians. “ While 
there's life there's hope,” even if the eyes are filmed, his upper lip turned 
up, his pulse cannot be felt, and you can prick him with a pin without his 
moving. Don't despair. He may recover even when as near death as that. 
When the horse is cured of colic, give a few doses of Dr. Daniels' Fever 
Drops, two hours apart, to guard against inflammation of the bowels which 
is almost sure to follow a long-continued case of colic.

Paralysis of Hind Quarters
This trouble has become very common among fine horses, and is greatly 

dreaded by horsemen. It usually attacks horses that are in fine condition, 
that have not had their customary amount of exercise for a few days. The 
horse comes from the stable in fine spirits, but in an hour or two grows stiff 
in one or both hind legs; soon falls flat, and is unable to rise, or sits upon his 
haunches like a dog, and is perfectly helpless. The No. 1 Colic Drops have 

• beeivused in many cases with good success; and if you have no good veteri
narian, proceed as follows:

Treatment
Give thirty drops of No. 1 every fifteen minutes for two or three hours; 

later once in thirty minutes. After he shows signs of improvement, gradu
ally reduce the dose. Wring woolen blankets out of as hot water as can be 
borne, and folding them, cover the back and hips, changing them often. 
Cover with a rubber blanket to keep in the steam. Rub hind legs with strong 
mustard water. Sling him up if you can; if not, keep deep, soft bedding 
under him, and turn him over and change his position twice in twenty-four 
aours anyhow; four times is better.

Feed warm bran mashes. Mix into it two of Dr Daniels' Renovator 
Powders each day. Avoid all noise. Keep him as easy and comfortable as 
you can in every way. If attended to in first stages, this treatment :s 
generally successful.

Stoppage of Water and Blackwater
_ . * «y

If these do not relieve in two hours, the water must be drawn with a 
catheter.

Colic, Haven or Bloat in Cattle
Give full-grown cattle 30 drops Colic Drops on the tongue every ten 

minutes; 3 to S doses are usually required. Calves and yearlings, 5 to 10 
drops is a dose. Feed my Renovator occasionally and prevent this trouble.

Scours. — Give No. 1 Colic Drops once in half hour. A few doses wOl 
penerallv check it

Treat as for colic in first stages, also give a few doses of my Renovator.
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DISTEMPER CLJF^E,
• COUGH. COLO
•AND FEVER DROPS.

Insure your Horse against loss from distemper and 
all lung troubles

Dr. A. C. Daniels’ Cough,
Cold, Fever Drops and Dis
temper Cure. — This medicine 
is far superior to anything 
heretofore known as a specific 
for colds coughs, chills, spi- Last Stages of Lung Fever 
zootic, distemper pink-eye, sunstroke, pneumonia, lung 
fever, throat troubles, meningitis, etc.

For shippers it is worth its weight in gold.
For acclimating horses it has no equal
It is a perfect cure for Milk Fever in Cows and Hog

Cholera in Swine.

It works quicker and better than any so-called cure in the world. Cures 
and leaves no aftermath, no weakness, no swollen limbs, no blindness or 
Other weakness.

Is in constant use by hundreds of the most successful practitioners of the 
two continents. Introduced into the United States in 1877, has superseded 
all other remedies, and is today used in more than 100,000 of the principal 
stables from Maine to California It is usti by all the great mining and 
lumber companies, all the show people, like Barnum & Bailey, Ringling Bros., 
Buffalo Bill, Pawnee Bill, Four-Paw, Sawtelle, by Ketcham, P.eed and the 
big drivers, by stock farms and stock owners all over the world.

Coughs, Colds and Chills should have prompt treatment. Give as soon 
as the horse indicates any signs of such, 30-drop doses of Cough, Cold and 
Fever Drops every half hour for two to four hours. Mix into a warm Bran 
Mash one Horse Renovator Powder and give for feed ; allow plenty of fresh 
water; blanket warm and keep from draughts, but allow fresh air for breath
ing; a horse reauires it. To prevent colds and the train of ills following, let 
us impress on the reader’s mind a simple truth, the old saying, “ one ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of cure.’ If every caretaker of a horse would, 
when his horse had been exposed to inclement and severe weather, or over
worked and in weak condition, if every such man would, as soon as the 
horse was under cover give a few doses (two to four) of Cough, Cold and 
Fever Drops; would give warm bran mash, with one Renovator Powder, 
wipe and rub dry the coat, body and legs, blanket well, and later give 
plenty cold water for drink; if these precautions were observed, colds, etc.. 
Would not exist.

Cold in the Head — Leading to Catarrh, etc., is an inflammation of the 
fening of the nostrils and other parts of the head and throat; often affects 
She eyes, causing them te swell and the tears to flow. The membranes at
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first are dry and congested, pinkish-red, or red in color; watery discharge 
from the nostrils; some fever, which shall at once be apparent if we use a 
clinical thermometer. Animal will appear dull, sneezing short and often. 
11 Blows " the air through his nose; if not checked at once, worse will soon 
follow.

Treatment. — If taken at once, give three to five doses each day of Dr. 
Daniels’ Cough Drops. Feed bran mashes. Give each day two doses of 
Renovator Powders. Keep the horse in a well-ventilated stall without 
draught, and keep him well blanketed. Hang a blanket over his head, and 
put a pail of hot Liniment Powder underneath. Stir it gently to cause steam 
to rise. Put into it a piece of hot iron or stone occasionally to give thorough 
steaming and repeat every two hours. If constipated, give warm water 
injections. Do not work for two or three days.
h Distemper, Epizootic, Pinkeye, Influenza. — Don’t wait; prompt action 
is required. When you see your horse shivering^ legs and ears cold, coat 
rough, appetite poor, throat sore, eyes dull and tears-flowing, lips swollen, 
the nostrils deep red and dry, thin, watery discharge, followed shortly by- 
thick, acrid matter, thermometer wilj show temperature 101-104, or even 
106, pulse up to 50 or 60; when you notice any of these symptoms (don’t 
wait for them all),act. Blanket well and keep out of draughts, but have 
pure air to breathe; fresh, cold, pure water, little and often; feed anything 
they will eat. Mix one Renovator Powder with molasses, spreading on 
the tongue for tonic (twice a day). Give at once 30-drop doses of 
Cough, Cold and Fever Drops and Distemper Cure once in ten to twenty 
minutes for three or four hours, or until signs of relief are manifest; put 
them well bàck in the mouth on the roots of the tongue; then give the doses 
once in two hours, day and night, for two or three days, or as long as fever 
is on. Steam the nostrils with Liniment Powder; it relieves and heals 
the membranous linings; if throat is sore or lumps form rub on Oster-Cocus 
Liniment. Give a tonic treatment when convalescing. Many unreliable 
Distemper cures are on the market and in use, and we often see the sad 
result of using them — horses ruined, puts it in a mild way. Dr. Daniels’ 
Cough, Cold and Fever Drops and Distemper Cure have a ouarter century’s 
experience. Have cured thousands of horses. Are used by all great lumbering 
and mining camps, Buffalo Bill, Pawnee Bill Shows. Four-paws, Bamum & 
Bailey, Sig. Sawtelle, Wallace Bros.’ Circuses, Ketcham, Reed and the big 
drivers. They ought to be good enough for you.

Lung Fever.— Simply a neglected cold. 
Cough Drops would nave prevented, and 
they will also cure, but more time, 
patience and loss must result. You can 
tell when your horse has lung fever easily. 
Notice the pulse has risen to 70, 80, 90, 
perhaps 100. Thermometer shows tem
perature over 100°, perhaps 103° or above; 
weary, but won’t lie down; breathing 
accelerated; stands braced and rigid; 
hangs head; a general dull appearance; 
tap the lungs on the side, they sound 
dull; put the ear to his side, listen — 
the air is passing through the lungs in a 

S
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peculiar rattling sound ; if another horse is handy try this last on him, 
you can readily detect the noise. Treat similar to distemper, and a cure 
to be accomplished must be taken in first stage ; blanket well, bandage and 
rub the legs; give 30-drop doses of Danitis’ Fever Drops (well back in the 
mouth)once in thirty minutes for a few hours, until the pulse is down to 40 
or SO, and the horse sweats profusely; then do not give as often, but once in 
an hour or two. If very weak, give a little whiskey three times a day. 
Apply Oster-Cocus to chest ; tonic with Horse Renovator. ■

trouble, rubbing the throat with Oster-

Powder morning and

A Clinical Thermometer should be owned by every owner of a horse. 
:nd you a registered thermometer for $1.50 by mail, 
aps.—Shown by violent beating of the heart, a jerky motion to 
: body, when persistent there is serious heart trouble.

Bronchitis. — Treat as for lung trouble, rubbing 
Cocus Liniment at night, and bandaging with hot Liniment Powder during 
the day. Keep the bandages covered to steaiti the throat well. •

Laryngitis. — Treat same as bronchitis.
Meningitis. — Symptoms: Inflammation of the brain, spinal curd and 

nerve centers, paralysis, dizziness, falling to the ground; neck and back 
muscles contract so suddenly as to sometimes draw the head back; eyes wild, 
head tossed about, high fever, delirium; unless relieved, death ensues in four 
to twenty-four hours. Act promptly. Apply ice to head; blanket warm; 
urine must pass or use catheter. Support in sling; apply freely to legs Oster- 
Cocus Liniment; reduce the fever by giving 30-drop doses of Daniels' Fever 
Drops every half hour until temperature is near 98°; allow plenty of fresh 
water to drink; when convalescing give a gill of whiskey or brandy with as 
much water three or four times a day ; one Renovator Po 
night in the feed is an excellent tonic.

Temperature. — A good thing to know. Temperature should be 98° to 
100° Fahrenheitj_102 is moderate; 104 high; 106 excessive and danger point.

ai a nor
We can send you a registered thermometer for $1.'50 by mail.

Thump
the entire body, when persistent 1

Treatment.—Avoid over-exertion; rest and quiet, give 30 drops of 
Daniels’ Fever Drops every half hour for three hours, repeating daily for 
a few days; 3 or 4 doses of Colic Drops may also be given daily with good 
results, say in the morning, and ten drops at night. Diet is important.

Milk Fever, Puerperal Fever, or Inflammation of the Womb is caused by 
injury to the womb in calving, exposure to cold and chills, or retained after
birth. It is also attributed at times to contagion, as it is found more liable 
to occur in herds where one or more cows have had it.

Symptoms usually appear within three days from calving. The cow 
carries her head low; does not chew her cud; poor appetite, and steps from 
side to side with her hind feet, indicating pain in hind ;>arts. Breathing is 
rapid, eyes bloodshot and staring, with a flow of tears. She soon grows 
weak and falls or lies down, seems to think she cannot rise, and appears 
to have a general collapse. Head and horns hot to the hand. In first stages 
the bowels are sometimes loose, but usually constipated, and the evacuations 
are darker than usual. The urine is light colored.

Treatment. — If the cow is down, get her body and head into the posi
tion in which cattle usually lie; pack bedding around.her, to hold her in easy 
position, with head well raised. Give her at once alyout a quart of raw linseed 
oil; put a bag of broken ice on back of her head, and change it once in two 
or three hours. Feed carrots, bran mashes, jyr any easily digested food ; Dan-
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lets’ Cow Invigorator twice a day. Give injections into the rectum of blood- 
warm soapsuds every hour. Give in ordinary cases Dr. Daniels’ Fever 
Drops, in thirty-drop doeee, well back on the tongue or gullet, once in half an 
hour, till a marked improvement is noticed. Later on once an hour. Usu
ally two days will effect a cure. In severe cases, when the cow will make 
no effort to rise and the eyes look dead and glassy, administer the Fever 
Drops once in ten or fifteen minutes for two to four hours, or until the cow 
appears quiet and as if pain was relieved. Then give once in half an hour, 
tul she eats and appears all right. This treatment will effect a cure in ninety- 
five cases in a hundred, and will never fail if the case is taken in time. 
It le always well to give the Fever Drops to every cow, five or six thirty- 
drop doses each day for three days after calving.

Something About the Pulse of a Horse
It is frequently of great importance to note 

the pulsations of the heart in treating disease.
When at rest the pulse beats at an average of 
about 40 per minute, but varies in different horses 
from 34 to 42. In colts and old horses it runs 
much higher — sometimes to 60 and over —and 
still the health be good. It will also be increased 
by hot stables, excitement and pregnancy. The 
most convenient place to feel the horse's pulse 
is on the under side of the lower jaw. Press 
the fingers along the edge of the jaw, when a 
cord or ridge wUl be felt. Press on this with the fingers, when you will 
feel it throb. A very little practice in “ taking the pulse" will soon make it 
plain to you, and is liable to be of great service. Any great variation in the 
pulse is a sign of disease. If it is rapid and hard it indicates high fever and 
inflammation; if weak and rapid, there is low fever and general weakness 
and lung trouble.

In cattle the pulse is faster than in the horse; young, 55 to 65 ; adults, 40 
to 50; aged, 40 to 45. Sheep still faster,— 60 to 70. Dogs, SO to 90 beats 
per minute.

Respiration in Healthy Animals. — A horse breathes in a minute 10 to 12 
times; a cow, 15 to 18 times; a sheep, 14 to 18 times; a dog, 15 to 20 times.

GLANDERS AND FARCY
Glanders.—A dangerous, contagious disease. Slaughter at oflce. Disin

fect all surroundings, stall, stable, etc. Carbo-Negus is the greatest germ 
killer of the age. Four to six spoonfuls to quart of water.

We publish a large book on horses, one on cows, one on sheep and 
swine, one on dogs ana cats; these books contain much valuable informa
tion on the care, feeding and treating animals, sick cr well, how to tell the 
age, gestation periods, to take the pulse and temperature, how to diagnose 
disease and locate lameness. They are free and can be furnished by your 
dealer. Dr. A. C. Daniels’ full Veterinary Book, over 200 pages and a hun
dred illustrations, $1.50 postpaid

Taking the Pulse

ASK THE DEALER FOR DR DANIELS’ BIG BOOK
10
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PGWDERS
For Horses, Cattle, Sheep and 

Swine
A MEDICINE NOT A FOOD 

A TRUE CONDITION POWDER
Packed in the Blue Box with White Corners

The Great Blood Purifier and Cleanser. 
For Treatment of Coughs, Colds, Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Heaves, Stocked 
Legs, Greased Heel, etc. Prevents Colic. Especially Designed for Fitting 
Horses and Will Put Them in the best of Condition for Market or for Fine 
Stable Use. Will Cure Hog Cholera in Swine. Prevents Garget and Milk 
Fever in Cows. Acclimates Green Horses and Prevents “ Shipper's Fever.” 
Add these Powders to the Grain and Make the Best and Cheapest Stock 
Food on Earth. Puts on Flesh. Puts into Condition. Acts on Kidneys 
and Urinary organs. Make Your Owe Stock Food and Save Money.

This wonderful remedy has put hundreds of thousands of worn-out and 
run-down horses in fine condition. No matter who has 1>een treating your 
horse without success, or how long continued has been his trouble, we ask 
you to try this medicine.

If given occasionally, it will ward oft Fits, Colic, Fever, Indigestion, 
Heaves, Worms, Bots, Pinkeye, etc., and keep your horse looking and feel
ing “ as fine as silk.” If your horse coughs, does not shed his coat, is hide
bound or pinched bellied, scours, does not eat or digest his food well, legs 
stock, or he drives dull and logy, try this medicine. It will show its effects 
on the kidneys in one day, on his spirits in two days, greatly improve his 
general condition within two weeks, and many times add twenty-five or 
even fifty pounds to his weight in a month. It makes good blood.

We warrant it to cleanse the system of all impurities arising from bad 
blood, disordered stomach or kidneys.

Don’t think all the " Powders ” you may see in dose packages are like 
Dr. Daniels* Renovator; imitators art now using his methods—use only Dr. A 
C. Daniels’ for best results.

We have never given our formulae for these powders to anyone; hence 
no one can make any just like Daniels*.

For Fitting Horses. — When run down in condition — when they drive 
lazy and dopey. First note the condition • " the teeth and mouth ; have 
these right. Feed good oats, clean hay, and add one dose of Renovator Pow
der morning and night to the feed for ten days. Omit the Powders for four 
days, then repeat; give a warm bran mash two or three times a week, always 
adding one Renovator Powder; repeat for a month or two, and you will 
have a new horse both in action and appearance. Then you can get your 
price.

Apoplexy. — Apply chopped ice to the head in bags, secure by proper 
fastenings. Give Physic Ball to purge. Bathe and rub the legs in not Lini
ment Powder. If much excitement exists, give three or four doses of Fever

11
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Drops, or if depression shows prominence, give four doses daily for a week of 
Colic Drops No. 1. Give in the feed twice a day one Renovator Powder a 
week or ten days out of each month.

Loss of Appetite. — First look out for teeth and mouth. Have them in 
proper condition. Feed warm bran mashes three or four times a week, and 
add a Renovator Powder night and morning to mash or feed. Feed Reno
vator daily morning and night for two weeks. Good stable, clean, sanitar) 
conditions.

Congestion of Liver. — Give one of Dr. Daniels’ Physic Balls; good 
digestible food with one Renovator Powder morning and night; bran mash 
two or three times a week. Little or no relief can be given when caused bye 
fatty degeneration.

Hidebound, Run-down Condition. — Give laxative diet: bran mashes, 
and add Horse Renovator once or twice a day; Sometimes a little linseed oil 
•r a good physic ball will be of service.

Heaves. — Have a clean stable and fresh air; feed in small quantities 
and often; moisten oats or hay — use crushed oats if possible; do not feed 
corn or clover hay. A small quantity of the best hay cut once or twice a day 
is enough. Give two or three doses, of Daniels’ Cough, Cold and Fever 
Drops morning and night, or a dose whenever the horse coughs, half an hour 
apart, well back on the roots of the tongue. If constipated, give one Physic 
Ball; give often warm bran mashes, always adding one Renovator 
Powder. Always water before feeding, and never after, and not much at a 
time. Moistening the oats and hay prevents the dust from flying. Give 
Renovator Powders twice daily for one week and omit a week, repeating 
every other week for two or three months, or until the horse is improved? 
Carrots, turnips and potatoes chopped and mixed with the oats make a good 
feed. Don’t work the horse immediately after feeding. Mix with a pint of 
water, 1 ounce Fowler’s solution of Arsenic, 1 drachm of extract belladonna, 
yi drachm tincture of ginger, and give a tablespoonful three times a day for 
two weeks, then twice a day for ten days, then once daily for a week. This 
is highly beneficial — remember there is no absolute cure.

Anaemia (Impoverished Blood). — Give good feed and water, a clean 
stable and fresh air. Give bran mash frequently. Build up the blood and 
condition by free use of Renovator Powders; giving twice daily in- the feed 
one of these Powders two weeks out of each month will soon do it.

Slobbering. — Don't check high. Wash the mouth, lips and pirns fre
quently with Daniels’ Wonder Worker Liniment ; give 20 drops of Daniels’ 
Fever Drops three times daily, place a bucket of clean water near, that he 
may have it to cool his mouth ; feed bran mash often with rvovator Pow
ders; look out for growth in the mouth, and have the teeth properly filed. 
Add one Renovator Powder to the feed twice a day for one week at a time 
every month. Some horses can only be cured by using a Porter humane bit- 

Urinary Organs. — Inflammation of Kidneys. — Caused by strains, 
overwork, slipping, musty hay or feed, exposure, too powerful diuretics, etc.

Symptoms. — Feverish, disinclined to move about, sensitive to pressure 
on the spine, stands awkward, with hind legs wide apart, urinates in small 
quantities, generally of high color and sometimes bloody, pulse is quick and 
hard at first, becoming later small. As a test, introduce the hand into the 
rectum, and if the bladder is empty, without tenderness or heat, inflammation 
of the kidneys is present

12
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Treatment. — Give 30-drop doses of Cough, Cold and Fever Drops 
every thirty minutes for three hours, or until fever is reduced; give Physic 
Ball or Linseed Oil and Enemas of warm soapy water; foment the loins with 
hot water (add 2 tablespoonfuls of Liniment Powder for best results) or 
apply Oster-Cocus freely to the loins. Soft foods, keeping bowels open by 
giving a dose of Renovator Powders twice daily; if in summer, a month at 
pasture will do wonders.

Inflammation of Bladder may be acute or chronic, slight or severe; 
caused by irritating medicines, stone, septic poison, retained urine, etc.

Many condition powders on the market contain saltpeter, resin,nitre and 
other dangerous ingredients, which often cause inflammation to the urinary 
organs. Beware of such. Dr. Daniels’ are free from poisons.

Symptoms. — Pains much like colic, Idcks at abdomen, looks at flank, 
efforts to urinate, with little or no results, with indications of pain, groan
ing, etc.

Treatment. — First overcome and remove the cause, completely evacu
ate the bladder with catheter (be sure to disinfect the instrument before 
using), wash out the bladder with solution of Carbo-Negus (one-fourth tea
spoon in two quarts of warm water), twice daily, give 30-drop doses of 
Fever Drops at intervals of half an hour for three or four hours; drench with 
slippery elm tea; a warm injection of this same sort of tea may be given by 
rectum. Colic Drops in regular doses every thirty minutes at the begin
ning of treatment will allay pain; foment the loins with hot applications, 
after which rub on a little Oster-Cocus Liniment. Feed for condition, add 
Renovator Powders daily, and after each feed give a dose of No. I Colic Cure 
for a week or two.

Inflammation of the Yard should be treated heroically. Cleanse first 
with a solution of Carbo-Negus, then apply 2 drachms of chlorate of zinc, 
mixed with a pint of water, wrapping the parts in a cloth wet with this 
mixture, repeating daily to destroy the granulations which may have formed.

Swollen Sheath. — Cleanse sheath by washing with solution of Carbo-, 
Negus (one-fourth teaspoonful to two quarts of water); feed bran mashes 
once a day for six days, adding one Renovator Powder, and for two weeks 
give one Renovator Powder night and morning in the feed. Sometimes a 
Physic Ball is required. The system wants cleaning in case of this sort. Be 
sure to clean the sheath thoroughly its entire length.

Sheath, Contraction. — Either in front, or behind the yard preventing the 
drawing of it back into the sheath.

Treatment. — Administer cold water solution of Carbo-Negus freely to 
the inflamed sheath, after which apply sweet or olive oil liberally to the parts, 
being careful in manipulating, and you will generally overcome the trouble.

If this occurs in old horses from paralysis, there seems to be no cure. 
Amputation by surgeon is the resort.

IN WATCHING symptoms of ills, note in particular the Eyes, Tongue, 
Throat, Pulse, Chest, Heart, Breath and Breathing, Discharge from Mouth 
or Nose, Skin, Hair, Attitude and General Appearance. A close attention to 
details of this nature will aid in quick repair of the damage or threatened 
attack.

IN LOCATING lameness note everÿ particular of each “ four comers ” 
of the animal, position of eadi foot or leg when standing and in motion, 
turning and backing.
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WONDER WORKER 

LOTION
Or Healing Liniment

The Wonder for Healing Cuts from Barbed Wite 
or any Cause, Burns, Wounds and Sores

A CURE FOR PILES IN MAN OR ANIMAL
A. C. Danielr’ Wonder Worker Lotion is the greatest 

healing preparation ever known for all kinds of wounds, 
cuts from barbed wire or other causes, Shoe Calks, 
Chafing, Scratches, Thrush, Harness Galls, Bruised 
Knees, Nail in the Foot, Sprains and Strains and for 
'family, use it has no ec^ual. Its continued use will 

lemove any soreness of flesh or muscles. It will stop the flow of blood almost 
instantly It contains no poisonous ingredients of any nature, it is not 
recommended for deep-seated .lameness, where a brisk counter-irritant 
liniment is required, but for all sprains, bruises, soreness of flesh, cuts, etc., 
it will do wonderful work*

For Flesh Wounds. —Apply the Wonder Worker freely and as quickly 
as possible after the injury Saturate a sponge with it and bind over the 
injury; if a fistulae, quittor,’ of deep-cut wound, syringe into the opening.

Scratches. — Clean off the dirt; wipe dry and keep moistened with 
Wonder Worker Lotion, saturating three or four times a day Gall Cure is a 
good help, especially in wet weather Rub the Gall Cure in well when ex
posed to the weather

Bruised Knee or Ankle — From stumbling or interfering are rapidly 
cooled down and healed by free applications of Wonder Worker Lotion.

Sprains and Strains. — Apply and bandage with Wonder Worker and 
give good hand rubbing.

Harness and Saddle Galls and Chaps. — Wet the sore frequently with 
Wonder Worker; bind on a sponge and keep moist when possible

Toughen Shoulder and Back to avoid saddle and harness sores. Saturate 
and rub into the skin Wonder Worker two or three times a day for a week. 
This will harden the skin so it will not easily blister

Calked Hoof or Quarters. — Apply as soon as possible after the accident. 
Wonder Worker, wetting thoroughly; a timely use of this liniment will pre
vent serious lameness. Every driver or caretaker of a track horse should 
have a bottle of this liniment handy for use in emergency cases

Nail in the Foot — (Prick). — Draw the nail out as soon as discovered. 
Cut out around the puncture the hole in a tunnel shape; cut large enough. 
He <ure to go to the bottom of the puncture, then hold up the foot, fill !h«
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hole with Wonder Worker. Let it soak in. Do this several times a day for 
three days. It is a good plan to soak a small piece of sponge in Wonder 
Worker, press it into and over the opening, keeping it .in place by springing 
a piece of sine or thin iron over it, and under the edges of the shoe; you 
need not fear lockjaw if you follow these directions.

Proud Flesh cannot co-exist with Daniels* Wonder Worker. Saturate 
treely and heal.

Poll EviL — As soon as the swelling becomes a little soft, have it opened ; 
make the opening large enough to admit of swabbing out the pus, which 
must be done twice a day until no more pus forms; wash out daily with a 
solution of Carbo-Negus (one-half teaspoon to a quart of water) ; do not use 
the swab roughly; pour in Wonder Worker and keep there with bandage or 
cloth; give good strengthening food and Daniels* Renovator Powders twice 
a day, mashes often; give Daniels’ Physic Ball

Quitter. — A deep-seated lesion of the foot, seated in the cartilages or 
perhaps even the coffin-bone itself. Cause neglected injury, fracture, etc. 
Treatment must be immediate and energetic to be effective. Soak in solution 
of hot Liniment Powder, make a free opening from the bottom of the foot 
for pus to discharge; syringe out with a solution of Carbo-Negus (one part 
Carbo-Negus to ten parts water) ; sometimes it is well to poultice the bottom 
of the foot; keep bowels open by feeding bran mashes with Renovator 
Powder; if constipated, give one of Daniels’ Physic Balls; use bar shoe; fill 
the opening with Wonder Worker, and press into the bottom of the foot a 
sponge wet in Wonder Worker, holding it in place with a thin piece of tin or 
iron pressed between the foot and shoe. If no opening is made from below, 
syringe cut with solution of Carbo-Negus from above, and pack with Wonder 
Worker.

Abscess (Common).—When the bunch is soft and evidently contains 
fluid or pus, open at lowest dependent point and wash out with Veterinary 
Carbo-Negus (spoonful to a quart of water), and apply Wonder Worker 
Lotion to heal. Poultice when necessary. Feed Renovator Powders morn
ing and night; give bran mashes often.

Greased Heel. — Give Daniels’ Physic Ball to clear the system. Soak 
the heel in hot Liniment Powder for thirty minutes, hot ; wash off with solu
tion of Carbo-Negus, and saturate with Wonder Worker Lotion. Repeat 
this last twice daily (don’t use any soap). Feed Renovator Powders, bran 
mashes and soft foods during treatment, with good clean hay. In neglected 
cases poultice and then follow above treatment.

Speedy Cut. — Hot fomentations with my Uniment Powder to rechi''e 
inflammation. Open if abscess forms, and cleanse with Carbo-Negus; pro
tect with boot. Freely use Wonder Worker to heal. Raise condition by u-r.d 
and Renovator Powders.

Brushing or Interfering. — A three-quarter shoe, or shoe thin on inside 
web. Soak the joint with hot Liniment Powder and apply Wonder Wcrker. 
Put on boot to protect Feed Renovator Powders to put into conation. 
Frequently weakness and debility are the cause of interfering. C

Thrush.—A common ailment, due largely to neglect and surroundings. 
No time should be lost, as no case however slight ought to be neglected. 

Wonder Worker will cure it, Write for free advice
1$
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As a Family Liniment.—Wonder Worker heals Flesh Wounds and Sores; 
Scalds. Burnst Bruises, Strains and Cuts; greatest cure for Piles on earth. 
Ingrowing Nalls, Hangnails, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, etc.; destroys Proud 
Flesh.

Directions.—Cuts : Applied at once, the Wonder Worker will stop 
bleeding and close the wound, and prevent all soreness and inflammation. 
Keeps out germs and poison.

Sores.—Wash with solution of Carbo-Negus to kill germs; then apply 
Wonder Worker Liniment freely and often.

Bruises and Sprains.—Rub on freely and often Wonder Worker Lotion.
Hangnails.—Pull out the'hard tissue, then apply Wonder Worker. In 

the mormng it will be well.
Ingrowing Nails.—.Soak' in warm water (my Liniment Powder, if con

venient) . Apply the Wonder Worker with soft sponge or cloth ; bind it on 
over night.

Rheumatism.—In many cases of this painful disease nothing has ever 
been discovered for an outward application to comijare with the Wonder 
Worker. Rub it in gently with the hand, and( then by anÿ convenient means 
heat the afflicted part. This should be repeated every hour or two until 
relieved.

Neuralgia.—This very "king of pain” yields to a thorough treatment 
with the Wonder Worker, as çurected for rheumatism. It has afforded 
relief for the tortured nerves in a few hours, and sometimes minutes, in 
cases that had baffled the ablest physicians and defied all treatment for 
weeks, months, and sometimes years. Do not delay its use a moment. On 
first symptoms of it, begin at once, and save yourself from the clutches of 
this indescribable devil of torture. Treat as for Rheumatism.

Rums and Scalds. — Undoubtedly many thousands of human lives 
might have been saved by a timely use of this wonderful healer, as, if applied 
at once, its action is marvelous. It will instantly form a coating over the 
flesh, keeping out the air, relieving all pain at once, and beginning to heal 
from the moment of its application. Ladies and children who are around 
the cook stove very often get a small burn, which will cause great pain. A 
few drops of this liniment will save hours of pain and torture. Apply freely 
and bandage.

Piles in Man or Beast.—Many thousands of bottles of Wonder Worker have 
been used for this disgusting and distressing trouble and I have never heard 
oC a single instance where it did not afford immediate relief, and in a great 
majority of cases an ultimate cure. It has entirely and permanently cured 
many cases that were of many years’ standing, on which, in some instances, 
hundreds of dollars had been "thrown away in vainly searching for relief 
even. To any troubled to a greater or less degree with this annoying com
plaint, one bottle of Wonder Worker will relieve and probably permanently 
cure you. Try it, and tell your suffering friends the result. Obtain a small, 
soft sponge, fill it with the Liniment, and carefully touch the parts, say, two 
or three times a day. If all parts cannot be reached in this way, use a small 
syringe to inject a small quantity, or small brush.

This Liniment will stain clothing, but will always heal and relieve.
16
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WORM POLLER. "

Drives out and Destroys Worms in 
Horses or Cattle as nothing else will

Many horses are so overrun with 
worms, they cannot keep or get flesh, no 
matter how much or how well you feed 
them; and horses so troubled are subject 
to many unexplainable diseases. These 
worms infecting the horse in such immense 
numbers actually worry the horse nigh 
unto death. They cause colic when nothing 

else will. Fits, scours, and many other ills result from an excessive Quantity 
of worms. There are two or three kinds of worms in particular from the 
thirty odd kinds which infest the horse, causing nearly the whole annoyance; 
the stomach worm and the pin and tapeworm. Dr. A. C. Daniels’ Worm 
Killer is compounded especially to cope with these dangerous and obnoxious 
worms.

If your horse has rough, staring coat, low spirits, poor appetite, though 
sometimes cats ravenously, half-digested food, often scours, becomes hide
bound, skin covered with blotches, looks back at sides with uneasy, nervous 
appearance, gnaws and bites at anything, rubs the tail against any possible 
convenience, then look out for worms.

For Round or Tape Worms. — Allow the horse to rest from work while 
treating, but a little exercise is of benefit. Cut down the feed to starvation 
rations; in fact, no hay or grain. Just a small bran mash. In it mix one 
Worm Killer Powder (two powders if a large horse) and give at night; 
allow plenty of fresh water; next, feed mash with one or two powders, 
according to size; next feed two quarts oats with one Renovator Powder; 
about next feed, regular rations of oats, but no com or hay until next day. 
Twelve hours after beginning treatment, give one Physic Ball.

Repeat this treatment in about ten days and your horse won’t have 
worms of this kind.

The Needle or Pjn Worm. — A small white worm; breeds in the colon 
and rectum, often appearing in tens of thou
sands. They are very irritating to the horse when in 
the rectum, causing great uneasiness and rubbing 
of the tail. But in these cases it is necessary to 
give the Worm Killer in form of an injection. It 
is best just after the horse has evacuated his 
rectum. Dissolve two doses of the Killer in two 
quarts of boiling water ; after ten minutes add
cold water enough to reduce it to blood heat, and c_.___ , -,
inject it into his rectum. Repeat this treatment v 5 p ras 0 orma 
in eight or ten days, to kill the brood that will hatch out in the meantime. 
The dose as put up is right amount for a full-grown horse or mule. Colts 
should have one-half a dose, more or less, according to size and age. The 
Worm Killer can be fed to Brood Mares with perfect safety.
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ABSORBENT BLISTER

AÈ® BUNCH REHDYER.

Spavin Remedy and Bunch Remover is not a
caustic, and will not disfigure and can be used with

out injury or blemish All sorts of enlargements like Spavins, Curbs, Splints, 
Callouses, Thickened Ankles, Shoe Boils, Sweeny, Goitre, etc., cun be 
removed, cured or greatly improved by a sensible use of this simple salve. 
This remedy is designed to create first an irritation and then to absorb the 
thickened cartilages The severity of the treatment is wholly regulated 
by the amount applied, and hew thoroughly rubbed in. Thus if you desire 
a slight irritation, use a Uttle; don’t rub in long; should you have occasion 
requiring heavy blistering put ori a good lot and rub long and well into the 
skin; in either case you can get just what you are after.

Remember you can Mister with this ointment any number of times, 
repeating until the desired result is secured, and leave no scars or white hairs.

Notice. — Never blister when highly inflamed or when showing signs 
of erysipelas Should you unexpectedly raise too severe a blister, wash it 
in a warm solution of Carbo-Negus (teaspoon to a quart of water) and smear 
over with vaseline Always let one blister thoroughly heal and the scabs 
fall ofl before using the second time Be sure to tie the horse so he cannot 
bring his lips in contact with the blistered part, it will spoil the blister and 
injure the "lips Never put on but one blister at a time Always rub a 
little vaseline below the blistered spot

Try it on quarter, toe and sand cracks, quitter, side bone, thoroughpin, 
spavin, sweeny, goitre, etc., and all enlargements or bunches of any land 

Dr Daniels* large Veterinary Book gives full instructions and many 
pages of other valuable information, with illustration*. Any druggist or 
lea 1er can give you one, we furnish them free

Directions For Applying Absorbent Spavin Remedy

Cut away the hair and wash the swollen or enlarged place intended 
to treat clean. With the fingers rub in well for fifteen minutes some of 
the Absorbent, wiping off with a cloth any adhering to hair. Apply 
vaseline around and below, to prevent unnecessary burning. Let alone 
fot two weeks, unless the skin shows extreme tenderness and cracks, in 
which case apply liberally Wonder Worker Lotion. You can repeat the 
application several times if necessary without injury. Always give the 
animal rest when treating spavin, sprains and similar troubles.

When you first notice any form of lameness any slight favoring of the 
twit or leg. any swelling or beat, is the time to begin treatment; a little care, 
a little money, a little rest allowed them will do much to prevent Spavin, 
Curb and similar troubles, and whenever you want advice or suggestions 
write to us; coats nothing
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OSTER- CO CUS 
UNIMENT

The Bone, Nerve and Muscle Liniment 
Penetrates and gets there

Blots Out Pain. A Liniment and Oil. Lubricates 
the Joints Makes Muscles Flexible. Makes 

Cords Limber
“THE GOLDEN LINIMENT"

Dr. A. C. Daniels* Oster-Coeus Liniment is made to do 
all that is claimed tor it. It has no equal when used for 
reducing swellings, bunches or enlargements: for relieving 
pains and aches. It is to be used for Sprains, Strains, 

Stiff or Sore Joints, Sore Throat, Sore Cords, Sore Muscles, Aching Bones, 
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, etc.; for Shoe Boils, Wind Puffs, Splints, Spavins, 
Curb, Ringbone, Side-bone, Thoroughpin, Sweeny of Shoulder, Navicular 
Disease of the Foot, Atrophy, Goitre, etc.

As a Stable Liniment it has no equal. Remember, if you want a Colic 
Core or Cough Drops or medicines for internal use, Daniels makes them, 
but Daniels knows, as you know, that external and internal medicines 
should not be the same to be the most effective. Many things can be used 
on the outside which are injurious when taken inside — same for horse or 
man. Don’t give the horse medicines you would be afraid might hurt you

Spavin (Bog or Blood), Splints, etc. — Sweat with 
Liniment Powder, not, and apply with Oster-Cocus two or 
three times. Repeat daily the Oster-Cocus for ten days or 
two weeks. If not relieved use Absorbent Blister; in two 
weeks repeat. Good feed, with Renovator Powders for tonic

Capped Hock. — Bathe in solution of Liniment Powder, 
and bandage during the day with cold water; at night take 
off bandages and rub on a little Oster-Cocus. Renovator 
Powders in feed for blood and tonic.

Oater-Cocua Liniment for Sprains and Strains.
Oster-Cocus Liniment to the affected part, without h 
until relieved. If the skin is tender, first put on Daniels'

Rheumatism, Neuralgia. — Apply Oster-Cocus frequently. Generous 
diet with bran mashes twice a week. Liberal use of Renovator Powders. 
Sometimes a Physic Ball will do good.

Sore Throat, Colds, etc. — In all cases rub the throat well with Oster- 
Cocus Liniment: it will rive quick relief. Lumps or swelling in throat can 
be reduced by applying Liniment Powder as a not bath, and then rubbing 
With Oster-Cocus Liniment.. Renovator Powders in feed for tonic; repeat 
until relieved.

I»
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Sweeny of Shoulder. — Steam with hot water freely Rub on Oster- 
Cocus Limment two or three times daily. .(Often requires Blister —• 
Oster-Cocus freely used will produce just the right kind of blister required. 
Grease the leg well below tne shoulder to prevent the Liniment working 
where it is not required.) Exercise and good feed with one Renovator Bow
ler morning and night for a few weeks. ••

Sore Cords, Stiff Joints and Wind Puffs. — Steam with hot water, then 
wash or swathe in cold, alternating first hot and * '
then cold, after which apply Oster-Cocus Liniment; 
don’t rub hard; it penetrates and does the work.
Repeat daily.

Shoe Boils. — Capped elbow. If of recent 
origin, hot applications of Liniment Powder, after 
which rub on Oster-Cocus twice or more daily.
If pus is formed it must be opened, and washed 
out with a solution ot Carbo-Negus. Apply Wonder 
Worker for healing It swelling remains, apply 
the Oster-Cocus reed Renovator Powders twice 
daily with bran mashes.

DANIELS’ OSTER-COCUS LINIMENT 7 , ;
FOR FAMILY OSE >

For Family Ose Oster-Cocus is unequaled for all Strains, Sprains, Lànïe 
Back, Pain in Chest or Abdomen, Inflammation, Chilblains, Stiff Joints, 
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Ivy Poison, Sore Throat, Stings, Mosquito dr 
Insect Bites, etc.

Dr. Daniels* Liniment is made expressly for a Liniment, and is a Lini
ment. It is not made for colic, fever, colds, or any other internal use. It 
is not a cure-all,—just a Limment. It ought to seem reasonable tO-any 
one that a Liniment, made expressly for a Liniment, and nothing else, 
ought to be better for all external uses and to use as a Liniment than ihe 
hinds made to drink or take as a medicines, or even the kind to use as perfumery. 
We do not claim OSTER-COCUS to be of value exceptas a Limment and 
for external use.

Remember whenever you want a liniment to use Dr. Daniels' Oster-Cocus 
Uniment is the best and safest It will do the work while asleep or awake.

For Strains and Sprains.—First bathe in hot water when convenient, 
then apply Oster-Cocus freely, but do not bandage while inflammation 
lasts. When you are able to walk about, after having a sprained ankle, 
use the Oster-Cocus morning and night for a few days It will strengthen 
the ankle and obviate all tendency to weak joints. If you wish most 
remarkable results just use my Limment Powder in the hot water (table
spoonful to quart ot water), soak and keep the water hot; the inflammation 
will be removed, then use the Oster-Cocus, and tell your friends the result.

Rheumatism and Neuralgia.—Apply freely Oster-Cocus. Rub briskly 
and bandage with flannel wet with Oster-Cocus; a dry cloth over that; 
keep the bandage on as long as possible. Reoeatat Intervals until relieved.

Stiff Joints, Lame Back, Pains in Side, Chest and Abdomen.—Steam or 
sweat generously with hot water, as hot as can be borne, and bandage 
with a cloth wet with Oster-Cocus; put a dry one over that, remove the 
bandage H it becomes too hot to bear.

»
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Dr. A. C. Daniels* Liniment Powder and Original Equine Bath and 
Track Liniment. — Unequalled for track horses and stable uses; a wash 
which will aid and not impair. Never stiffens the cords or muscles. A 
bath for track use which every owner should insist on using. Daniels'. 
Liniment Powder with hot water makes the liniment as strong as needed and. 
as much as required for aches,- strains, sprains of loins, back, shoulders 
and legs, bruises, sore cords, muscles, etc.: it softens and limbers them up- 

For use in treating Spavin, Strains, Sprains, Stiff Joints, Wind Pqffiv 
Sore Cords, Splints, Shoe Boils, Sweeny shoulder, Capped Hock and Elbow, 
Thoroughpin, Side-Bones, Navicular Disease; Ringbone, etc.; it is invaluable;

For Body Wash. — After hard work. One tablespoonful of powder to- 
quart of hot water; bathe with sponge, follow with dry cloth; blanket. ’

For Leg Wash. — Two tablespoonfuls of powder to quart of hot 
water; bathe the legs with sponge; when possible allow the foot to stand 
in the bucket; to cover the ankles a few minutes will relieve all the strain 
and soreness; wipe dry, and put on a few drops of Oster-Cocus Liniment 
(don’t rub it in, it will do its own work).

For Sponging the Mouth and Nostrils. — One tablespoonful of powder 
to quart of hot water. Sponge out freely the mouth and nostrils; it cools, 
revives and invigorates. , . ; ;

For Steaming for Colds and Head Troubles — One teaspoonful of pow
der to quart of hot water (keep hot by placing hot irons or stones in the 
pail). Cover the head with blanket or hood. Result will surprise you.

Catarrh (Nasal). — Steam the head with Liniment Powder; put on 
hood to prevent cold; blanket warm. Give dose of Fever Drops once an 
hour for tour hours, then once in two hours, for four hours. Soft food; 
bran mash, morning and night, first day, with Renovator Powders mixed; 
then dampen the teed and give Renovator Powders twice daily for two 
weeks. Sometimes discharge from the nose is caused by diseased teeth.- 
Look out for them. A horse with discharge from the nose should be fed from 
a temporary manger or bucket placed near the floor, as the position of the 
head while feeding facilitates the discharge and the nostrils kept clean.

Sprains and Strains, so common and liable to spoil a horse if neglected 
or not treated properly, consist in the main from overstretching of the 
muscles, tendons or ligaments. At this time some remedy is required for 
teliet; Darnels’ Liniment Powder will surpass your expectations} it wil^pce-
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vent and reduce swellings, extract pain, soreness and aches; strengthens 
■pine, back, ligaments, muscles, tendons, and removes all stiffness £rom the 
joints and bones. Increases brawn, muscle and ambition.

Laminitis, Fever in the Foot, Founder.—Causes: Cold, concussion, 
over-heating, neglect after hard drive or overwork. A tendency of the 
feet, owing to their delicate construction which few understand or consider, 
to take on inflammation, particularly the fore feet.

Treatment. — Have perfect rest ; plenty of sawdust or soft covering for 
floor. Give thirty drops of Cough, Cold and Fever Drops every two hours 
for twenty-four hours. Remove the shoe, rasp the wall well ; level with the 
sole, but do not pare the sole; give plenty of water. If in passive congestion, 
place the foot in bath of hot Liniment Powder, two large spoonfuls to quart 
of water), keeping it hot for half an hour; repeat every hour for five or six 
hours, keeping the foot in cloths between the baths, after which put foot in 
poultice for one night. If the foot is in active congestion, use the same bath 
only have it cold. Roomy stall, good air, but safe from draughts; apply 
Hoof Grower and Softener around the coronet, at heel and around the 
frog to grow new hoot. Feed well, and often give bran mashes; add one of 
Danielsr Renovator Powders to feed morning and night for two or three 
weeks, feed no corn; when convalescing, simple toe plates; exercise by 
easy walking. Good care will often save yout1 horse.

Knuckling of the Fetlock Joint, resulting from disease or from ring
bone, side-bone, and diseases of the foot, being put to hard work too young, 
more likely in hind than in the fore legs, leads to various degrees of lame
ness. There is little hope of effecting a cure.

Treatment.—First rest from work, turn loose, give particular care to 
the feet and shoeing with a high heel, thin at the toe; of course the 
lameness may be somewhat modified by soaking, sweating and the use of 
Oster-Cocus Liniment. In many cases apply a blister or the su-geon 
may perform an operation with good results.

Poll Evil.—As soon as the swelling becomes a little soft, have it opened; 
make the opening large enough to admit of swabbing out the pus, which 
must be done twice a day until no more pus forms; wash out daily with 
solution of Carbo-Negus (one-half teaspoon to quart of water) ; do not rise 
the swab roughly; pour in Wonder Worker Liniment and keep there with 
bandage or cloth; give good strengthening food and Daniels Renovator 
Powders twice a day, mashes often.

This disease is a trying and difficult disease to handle and oftentimes 
delay in proper treatment makes it incurable, hence prompt and proper 
attention should be given at once.

Fistula of the Withers.—If pus has not formed reduce swelling and 
inflammation by fomentations of hot Liniment Powder. Oive one of 
Daniels’ Physic Balls, feeding bran mashes often and good oats and hay. 
Brace the blood up with Daniels' Renovator Powders twice a day in feed 
Do not puncture, but rub on Oster-Cocus a few times. If pus is formed or 
shows strong indications of forming, bring to a head with poultice ai d 
open; allow tor draining. Syringe out with solution of Daniels’ Veterinaiy 
Carbo-Negus; then inject into the seat of the wound Daniels’ Wonder 
Worker Liniment; dress once a day, saturating and keeping the opening 
wet with Wonder Worker. Sometimes a poultice is of service.
■ ill. i • i --------- :------ ------------------- :____________________________  i in - --------- —.

WRITE FOR FURTHER FREE INFORMATION 
22
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50 CENTS
DANIELS

D^l/I'ODanibl^
HOOP GROWER 

and SOFTENER.
Warranted to grow an entire new Hoof in 

three to *our months
Dr. Daniels’ Hoof Grower and Softener

is of great value and interest to any one 
who owns or cares for horses. No part of 
the horse is less understood or more neg
lected than the foot, and every one knows,

__  “ No hoof, no horse.” Still men go on
unmindful of the great benefit they could do their suffering friend for the 
email sum of fifty cents and a few minutes’ time.

This Hoof Grower is a positive cure for all foot ills caused by hard and 
constant driving on hard or asphalt roads, standing on dry floors in stables, 
etc. It will remove all brittle, shelly and dry tendencies, quarter cracks 
and split hoofs. In short, it makes the hoof grow new, toughens and makes 
elastic the shell, draws out the soreness, and is worthy your consideration.

Don’t let the horse get dead lame before you care for him. When you 
notice a flinching when at work on the road or pavements, or when standing 
still, rests or puts out his fore foot, use Hoof Grower at once. When 
the frog is hard, put on Hoof Grower; it will quickly soften them. 
When the upper edge of the hoof grows hard and turns over like an ingrowing 
nail, it causes great pain and quickly throws up an inflammation which may 
result in permanent lameness. Rub the Hoof Grower into the edge of the 
hoof, where it joins on with the hair, thoroughly and well twice a day, and 
note results It softens and takes out soreness

Quarter Crack. — Soak in solution of hot water and Liniment Powder 
thirty minutes; with a file cut down through the horn at the top, close up 
to the coronet, to the quick. Clean out all dirt, fill the opening with Hoof 
Grower and rub it in around the coronet and apply to the frog and bottom 
of foot. Keep the crack stuffed with oakum or lint saturated with Hoof 
Grower. Repeat this treatment daily. Use bar shoe, pioperly adjusted 

Horny Tumor of Foot. — Cause, hammering toe-clip too tightly; striking 
the toe, etc Try properly adjusted shoe Cut with a file through the hoof, 
quite to the quick, and grow down the hoof with free use of Hoof Grower.

False Quarters. — First remove the pressure from 
the quarter by putting on bar shoe, so weight will 
come on the frog. Don't work the horse: rest i* 
necessary. Stimulate the coronet by applying Absor
bent Blir.ter Repeat two or three times, but not 
violent. Apply after this Hoof Grower around coro
net, and j hoof and frogs. Good food and Renovator 
Powders ouild up the system.

For treating all foot ills this Hoof Grower is war
ranted to give satisfaction or money refunded. It will 
prevent and remove ail brittlenss, shelliness and con

traction, will grow new hoof and thus cure and relieve quarter cracks, 
corns, bruised sole, false quarter, toe or sand cracks, seedy toe, laminitis 
and foot troubles The Walpole Rubber Heel Is a help to these feet,

«
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GALL-CURA.
LARGEST BOX BEST CURE

g VTv/L |) Contains No Poison. You Can There
fore Work the Horse or Not as Conveni
ence Dictates.

The original, the kind they imitate, 
and the kind that always cures; the kind 
that cures whether you work the horse or 
not. Any harness or saddle gall can be 
cured with my Gall Cura. Remember this 
statement. Money is refunded if it fails, 

so you take no risk with Daniels'. Good for all sores. Stops itching on 
swine. Sheep ointment for sore heads. Cures scratches on horses. Handy 
to have, inexpensive, will retain its goodness for years. Contains no poison.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Harness or Saddle Galls. — For fresh sores carefully cover each sore 

•pot that comes under the harness with this salve every time before putting 
on the harness. Heals such places quickly. Work the horse or not.

Notice. — If you have a malignant case or have tried imitations or 
other so-called cures without success, follow this treatment and cure it 
every time. Wash with a solution of Daniels’ Carbo-Negus to destroy 
germs or poison. Wet the sore with Daniels’ Wonder Worker Lotion when 
unharnessed and cover the sore well with Daniels’ Gall-Cura while harnessed, 
and working. Repeat for a few days and you can cure any gall ever made.

Sometimes sores do not yield to external treatment, or quickly break out 
again; this is because of poor blood and run-down condition. Whenever 
you have trouble in healing any sore, give a few doses of Renovator 
Powder for the blood. Good Wood and condition are great helps.

Never Give Up; Daniels’ Will Cure If Others Fail
Sores not covered by the harness, apply once or twice each day, rubbing 

the salve in well with the fingers.
Scratches. — Use no soap; clean out mud and dirt with a soft brush, 

and rub in this salve well with the hands twice a day.
Chaps, Speedy Cuts and Abrasion (Skin off). — Rub on Gall-Cura; it 

heals quickly and gives universal satisfaction.
Baldness.—May be caused by parasites or disturbed nutrition. It 

usually occurs suddenly, without apparent irritation or itching.
Treatment.—Wash with strong solution of Carbo-Negus and apply 

Daniels' Mange Remedy or Gall-Cura, rubbing it thoroughly into the skin, 
repeating it daily. When injury like burns and blisters are not the cause 
new hair will grow.

Write tor advice when desired — it's free.
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PERFECTION HOOF DRESSING 

AND FOOD
Prevents and remedies corns, quarter-cracks, cracked hoofs, brittle, 

tender, dry or contracted feet, and is a perfect hoof food. It is non-mineral,

dressing, polishing and preserving the Hoof and Foot it has no equal.
Directions : Apply tne Dressing to all parts of the hoof and frog with a rag, 

sponge or brush once a day. Dr. Daniels' Perfection Hoof Dressing and 
Food should be used daily to keep the feet and hoofs healthy and in good 
condition. (Apply at night when possible.) When bad feet have developed 
more care is required as to shoeing, packing, etc. Use oakum saturated 
with Perfection Hoof Dressing, ana cover with a piece of leather. A few 
uses of the Dressing will draw out the fever. Have the shoe set to take the 
bearing off from the diseased parts.

Preserving and Dressing the Hoof. After cleaning the foot and hoof- 
apply the Hoof Food, as directed above. To polish, rub with dry cloth.

Corns. — Remove the cause, i. e,, change the shoe. Soak in hot water 
for half hour. Keep it hot. Apply freely to frog and foot the Dressing. 
Repeat for three or four days. Use bar shoe; have it put on to relieve the 
bearing. If suppuration exists, treat as above, but make an operfing fr- 
pus to escape, and poultice. Then cleanse with Carbo-Negus.

Contracted Feet.— Anything which pro
duces lameness for a great length of time 
causes a wasting of the tissues and con
traction. Soak the foot in hot water, after 
which freely apply Perfection Hoof Dressing 
and Food to all parts. Shoe with bar shoe 
properly; pare out place for the bar. Lower 
the quarters a little at heel. Use the Dress, 
Ing freely.

Never poultice unless you use Dr. A. C. 
Daniels' Hoof Dressing as soon as the hoof is 
dry.

Quarter-Cracks.— Soak the foot for half 
an hour in hot water. Pare out the bot- 

Contractcd Hoof tom; open up the quarters and shoe with
bar shoe, same as for contraction; witn a file, just cut across the top of 
the crack (close up to the coronet), deep enough to start blood; pack with 
oakum saturated with dressing. As the new hoof grows down, pare away 
the hoof until the new hoof is fully grown. Use Hoof Dressing and Food freely.

Brittle Feet. — Use bar shoe with rubber pad. Apply freely Perfection 
Hoof Dressing. It is a great help to soak often in hot water, hut always 
use the dressing after soaking, and packing ts for corns is advisable,

Tender Feet. — Soak in hot water, and use freely Perfection Dres
sing all over the hoof and around the frogs daily.

Cracked Hoof. — Treat same as for quarter-crack.
Use this hoof dressing once or twice a week on the horse's foot and 

prevent hoof troubles
2<
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VETERINAF5Y 
FWYSIC: BALL

ALWAYS READY

Dr. A. C. Daniels’ Veterinary Physic Balk
— The only safe and reliable Physic Ball on 
the market Physic at times is as necessary 

•or your horse as food or stable. This is a well-known fact, but it is a treat
ment sadly neglected, not because you were ignorant of the benefits to be 
derived, but the trouble required and the uncertain results to follow, hardly 
seem to warrant the effort. It has always been a difficult medicine to 
administer. Either a copious drench, distributed almost anywhere except 
V) the desired spot, or a hard, dangerous mass m the form of a so-called 
** Ball,” liable to choke the horse, and not liable to give satisfactory 
results even if successfully given ; these have deterred you from giving 
physic often when you knew it would be of benefit to the horse.

Dr. Daniels’ Physic Ball does away with all this uncertainty, danger and 
trouble. It is easy for any one to give this truly desirable remedy to the 
horse, without danger to the animal or discomfiture to the person. It is the 
kind to use because it keeps good in any climate, any length of time; is 
sure, safe, reliable, easy to administer, always works, and always pleases 
you in results. Dr. Daniels’ Physic Ball is always to be given when 
symptoms indicate Colic, Staggers, Congestion of the Brain, Worms, Indi
gestion, Hidebound, Dropsy, Founder, Lymphangitis, Spinal Meningitis, etc.

Rules To Observe When Treating With Physic
Never give physic second time within ten days. • Never give cold water 

during or immediately after administering a Physic Ball ; take off the chilL 
Do not work the horse or expose to draughts, wet weather or cold, during 
the operation of a physic or even the day after. In some cases, like Menin-

S'tis, etc., where quick action is required, a Physic Ball has to be given at 
■st symptoms discovered; but generally it is best to prepare a horse for a 

physic. You then secure the best results in the quickest and safest manner. 
For twenty-four hours before giving physic, feed warm bran mashes, always 
adding one of Daniels’ Renovator Powders to each mash. After giving 
Physic Ball the feed should be light, such as mashes with Renovator Pow
ders until operation, is best. After operation, feed long hay for first day, no 
grain. Then resume with regular feed, but add one of Daniels’ Horse Reno
vator Powders morning and night for a week. This treatment, carefully 
administered, will cleanse the system and insure a speedy return to strength 
and spirits. Should the purging be too profuse, give a little flour with 
arrow-root. An injection of warm water and soap is useful in dissolving any 
obstructions, and a gentle exercise of twenty minutes, twelve to twenty-four 
hours after giving physic, often assists moving of the bowels.

WRITE FOP ADVICE WHEN YOU WART ASSISTANCE. WE WILL
MAKE RG CHARGE
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HEALING POWDER
..•FOR.-

Horses, Cattle, Dogs and Cats
For Canker In the Ear or Canker In the Mouth. Scratches, Gréas» 

• Heel, Mud Fever, Thrush, Poll Evil, Fistula, Quitter, Sore Back, Sore Tongue, 
Lampas, Galls, Fresh Cuts, Sore Teats on Cows, Hoof Rot, Foul In Cattle’s 
Feet, etc.

Directions
For Canker in the Ear. — Syringe and clean out the ear with warm 

solution of Carbo-Negus, dust the Powder into the ear thoroughly, repeating 
a few times. Get to the bottom of the sore.

For Canker in the Mouth. — Put into and onto the sores pinches of the 
Powder frequently

Scratches, Grease or Mud Fever. — Clip the hair close, cleanse the part.» 
with an old towel, bathe with a strong solution of Healing Powder, then 
rub in the dry Powder, all that will stick, and apply Vaseline or Lard to 
the surface to prevent a hard crust. Repeating this treatment from day 
to day will soon overcome the trouble. Give Renovator Powders once or 
twice daily in the feed, for the blood

For Sore Throat.—Two tablespoonfuls of the Healing Powder in half a 
pint of water, syringe the throat three or four times a day and, after this 
operation, put. a teaspoonful of the Powder on the horse's tongue. It will 
cure the worst case in one or two days; if there is a gathering under the jolis, 
open it and syringe with a strong solution of the Powder.

Thrush. — Clear away all the ragged portions of horn, cleanse the foot 
with warm solution of tne Canker Remedy, and apply the Powder daily, 
pressing it well into the cleft of the frog ana corresponding part of the heel; 
get the Powder to the bottom of the sore.

Sore Tongue or Mouth. — Put two teaspoonfuls of the Healing Powder 
Into half a pint of salt water and swab the mouth two or three times a day

Lampas.—Rub the swollen ridges or bars with the dry Healing Powder 
two or three times a day.

Galls, Sore Back, Mange and all Diseases of the Skin. — Thoroughly 
cleanse the affected parts, then bathe freely with a solution and press or pat 
in the Powder, After a coating of the Powder becomes dry, soften with 
Lard or Vaseline; repeat treatment until relieved.

Hoof Rot, Foul In Cattle's Feet. — Use same as for Thrush on Horses.
For any deep Sore or Ulcer, Poll Evil, Fistula, Quittor, make a strong 

solution of the Healing Powder with warm water and inject to the bottom or 
the sore, repeating several times

For Cuts and Sores, dust on the Powder at once, repeating frequently 
V poisoned it will take a little longer to heal, but keep at it.
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VETERINARY 

'TRIF’LB EXTRACT -

WITCH HAZEL
HAMAMEUS

For Veterinary Use 
Dr. Daniels* Veterinary Cloudy Witch Hazel is the

well known Hamamelis in concentrated form and triple . 
strength. It is prepared to obtain the best results^ 
and not to sell at the cheapest price. It can be recom
mended for all kinds of Inflammation, Wounds, Abra
sions, Cuts, Swellings, Sprains, Soreness of Muscles or 
Tendons, and for a Track Wash is unexcelled. Nearly 
all horsemen use Witch Hazel in some form in solution 
with other preparation. Daniels' Witch Hazel will be 
found more effective because of its strength and medi
cinal qualities than the ordinary mixtures sold in 

harness and drug stores for Witch Hazel.
Dr. Daniels’ Veterinary Witch Hazel has the endorsement of Veterina- 

ries. Surgeons. Track Men and Stock Breeders and thousands of users all 
over the world and certainly excels in quality.

Directions for Inflammation, Bruises, Swelling, Sprains, Soreness, etc.: 
Rub briskly and freely with Dr. Daniels’ Cloudy Witch Hazel the swollen 
limbs; after rubbing, bandage and saturate well the cloth with the Extract.

For Wounds, Cuts, etc., bind a cloth saturated with the Extract of 
Witch Hazel about the affected parts, and keep wet.

Between Heats for Track Work, turfmen will find Cloudy Extract of 
Witch Hazel of great value; used alone or in conjunction with any other 
article used for that purpose.

Owner. »f High-Class and Track Horses, which they value above the 
ordinary, should use for a wash after work Daniels* Celebrated Liniment 
Powder, two tablespoon fuis to a quart of hot water, into which pour % pint 
of Cloudy Witch Hazel; keep the water hot and soak the feet a few 
minutes, from 5 to 10, then immediately plunge the foot into cold water 
for a second or two; repeat this two or three times when showing signs of 
tenderness, after which, rub the cords and muscles with Witch Hazel; it 
will remove the soreness, stiffness and lameness of the muscles, keeping them 
flexible, retaining the proper circulation and preventing the horse from be
coming sore; as a consequence he will work the entire heats for which he is 
entered, free from lameness, and be ready for work the next day.

For Body Wash.—One-quarter pint Witch Hazel to a quart of warm 
water, add 1 teaspoonful of Liniment Powder ; keep the water hot; bathe 
with a sponge ; follow with a dry cloth and blanket.

For Sponging the Mouth ana Nostrils.—One-quarter pint of Witch Hazel 
to a quart of warm water, sponging the mouth and nose thoroughly.

Any horse owner or driver who uses the Witch Hazel with Daniels’ Linic 
ment Powder and is not entirely satisfied with die results of the working cf 
them, can have his money back for the asking

V ou take no risk with Darnels'. every package is warranted.

flWHVMHM*
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CLOUDY EXTRACT

WITCH HAZEL
HAMAMEUS

FOR FAMILY USE

Cloudy Extract of Witch Hazel. The Household 
Remedy for External and Internal Use. Approved by 
Physicians .and Surgeons. Used by Thousands all over 
the World. Not a New, but a Good Remedy for All 
Kinds of Inflammation, Hemorrhages, Sores, Burns, 
Cuts, etc., and a Thousand Other Ills and Accidents.

Dr. Daniels’ Cloudy Extract of Witch
Hazel or Hamamelis is a white, cloudy, but 
colorless, aromatic liquid. Medicinally it is 
a healing astringent and styptic, and is re
cognized by the profession as a valuable 
therapeutic agent. Daniels’ Cloudy Extract 
of Witch Hazel is manufactured with the 
greatest care, by a secret process, which re
tains all the virgin strength and medicinal 
qualities of the Hazel, and enables us to 
offer to the public an Extract of Witch 
Hazel absolutely incomparable and positively 
two to three times as strong and effective 
in its medicinal qualities as many similar 
products before the public ; one trial bottle 
will prove its value and worth.

Dr. Daniels' Cloudy Extra» i. of Witch 
Hazel can be used by men, women or children 
freely and as safely as though it was water. It is absolutely free from 
any poisonous drag or chemical and is a safe and effective remedy for in
ternal or external use.

Dr. Daniels’ Cloudy Extract of Witch Hazel is useful m treating Abscess, 
Boils, Pustules, Pi m nies, Bruises. Burns, Scalds, Sore Gums, Mouth, Throat 
and Feet, Cracked hands and Skin, Chilblains, Sunburn and March wind, 
Stings and Bites of Insects, Catarrlt of the head or bladder and Vagina, 
Inflammation of the Mucous Membra le linings of the human svstem, in
jections for discharges of men or women, Ear Ache, Headache, Toothache, 
Dandruff, and falling hair, and many other uses the intelligence is seen'to 
direct.

Inflammation of the Tonsils, Sore Throat, Bleeding Nose, Ear Ache, 
Head Ache, Piles, Prickly Heat. Scratches, and as a Rub Down for Athletes 
it is excellent. Never he without Daniels’ Witch Hazel in the house, it has 
so many usés for the family. It may well be called a family medicine.
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ANIMAL EYE WASH

An Injured Eye

DISEASES OF* TUB BYE

Can hardly be over-estimated as related to the 
comfort and value of the horse. A blind horse 
is dangerous, impaired vision is quite as bad, 
while from a point of beauty a sound eye adds 
much to the animal's value.

We can scarcely overestimate the value of 
sound eyes in the horse. Spasm of the eyelid 
may be from the introduction of foreign sub
stances, insects, sand wounds, blows; or disease H<band«»>ly 
of the brain may be congenital.

Eyelashes sometimes turn so as to irritate the eye. If one or two hairs 
offend, cut them off with scissors close to the lid or pull out by roots, drop 
into the eye a few drops of the Eye Wash two or three times a day. If 
the lashes offending are numerous a surgeon should operate on the lid.

Warts and Tumors on the eyelids ; if small, snip off with scissors or tie 
a stout tliread around them close up to the skin and they will soon drop 
off. Sometimes it is well to touch them with sulphate of copper daily 
after cutting them off.

Some forms of tumors require the knife for removal and this should be 
done by a competent surgeon.

Inflammation of Eyelid. — Caused by exposure to draughts, cold, rain, 
snowstorms, bites of insects, preek, blows of whip or stick, accidental bruises 
against the stall, by infection, or by sand, chaff, etc.

Treatment. — Soothing lotion, Daniels’ Eye Wash applied with soft 
cloth kept wet and hung over the eye by tying it to the headstall of the 
bridle. With a feather drop 3 or 4 drops of the Eye Wash into the eye 
two or three times daily; feed from a high manger. Keep from work; 
avoid a tight collar. Give bran mashes and soft foods, not corn or meal; 
add one Renovator Powder twice daily to the feed. Cold weather, blanket 
warm. Keep the legs warm with bandages, but not put on tight.

Congenital disorders of the lids, such as division of the eyelids in two, 
similar to harelip, abnormally small openings between the lids, closing of 
the lids by adhesion. A surgeon is desirable when possible to obtain in 
such cases.

Drooping Eyelids is sometimes only a symptom of paralysis of one-half 
of the face. If so, the nostrils, lips and ears, perhaps one-half of the tongue 
may be affected ; the food will be taken entirely by the teeth, as the lips have 
lost their use.. This form of paralysis is often the result of injury, a poke to 
the nerve .which passes over the back of the lower jaw. In some cases the 
paralysis is confined to the lid, caused by an injury to the muscles which 
raise it. Sometimes this condition is caused by spasms to the muscles which 
dose the lid, or to inflammation of the upper lid

SO
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Watering Eyes are a symptom of external inflammation of the eye. It 
may, however be caused by disease of the lachrymal apparatus interfering 
with the progress of the tears to the nose In all cases examine the orifice 
of the lachrymal duct on the floor of the nasal chamber close to the anterior 
outlet; this will sometimes be found blocked by a portion of matter, which, 
when removed, allows the tears to escape. Sponge out the nose with warm 
water and make application of warm water to the face. Feed warm bran 
mashes in a nose bag. adding one of my Renovator Powders; the vapor will 
produce relaxing effect to the muscles and act well upon the system. 
Keep the eye moistened with my Eye Wash, one teaspoonful in cup ot 
water, and a few drops several times daily in the eye.

Thickening of the Lid may be treated by painting the same with tinc
ture of iodine, repeating several times.

Inflammation of the Eyelids is often caused by exposure to draughts of 
cold air, rain or snowstorms, bites of insects, flies or snakes, pricks of 
thorns, blows from whip or club, accidental bruises by bits of dust, chaff, 
sand, grass seeds, etc., or by the fumes of chemicals, ammonia from manure 
(keep the stable clean), smoke, etc., or by infection. Inflammation from 
whatever cause should have prompt attention; remove the cause; wet a 
soft cloth with a solution of Daniels’ Eye Wash (one tablespoonful to a cup 
of water, distilled or boiled ; rain water when possible), and place over the 
eye, binding it on when in the stable, and tying it to the headstall of the 
bridle from the two sides, and drop four drops of the Eye Wash into 
the eye, with a feather or dropper, three times daily. Give laxative foods 
(bran mashes, carrots, beets, potatoes, etc., cut up small), steam the hay, 
add one of my Renovator Powders to the feed once or twice a day, they 
tend to regulate the bowels.

Stye forms a round swelling near the edges of the lid ; poultice with 
Chamomile Flowers, adding a few drops of Carbo-Negus when applying, 
put in a thin muslin bag and bind on the eye.

Treatment. — If due to the poke, remove the inflammation by a sponge 
wet in Daniels’ Witch Hazel, kept in place beneath the ear and held in 
place with a bandage.

When all inflammation has been removed apply a blister to the same 
place beneath the ear, or application of Oster-Cocus Liniment rubbed in.

Ophthalmia. — Watery Eyes, Swollen Lids, etc.
Treatment. — Remove the cause, purify the stable, avoid excessive light 

from sunny window in front of the stall; instill into the eye 4 or more drops 
of Daniels’ Eye Wash several times daily ; keep wet with a sponge wet with 
the Eye Wash; put a small blister (Daniels’) about 3 inches below the eye 
on the side of the face; wash off next morning and apply Wonder Worker 
until healed.

The haw is of great assistance in removing foreign objects from the eye 
of the horse. Just because you think the haw is swollen and projected 
over a part or even the whole eye ball it is no sign of disease ; it may be 
evidence of pain and trouble to some part of the eye, but do not cut it off.
V Further treatment in Doctor Daniels* big Book, which any druggist can 

get for you or mailed Send 2 cents for postage
31
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INJURIES AND DISEASES OF THE HEAD AND MOUTH
or which Specific Medicines are recommended. First, remember the loss 
of any portion of lip, cheeks or tongue makes the horse worthless; there
fore, try all before using the knife.

When Cuts take place, the parts should be washed clean with solution 
Daniels’ Carbo-Negus. The parts drawn together and secured by bands, 
and efforts made to secure perfect rest, and apply Wonder Worker, 
Lotion to heal. Feed Renovator Powders twice daily for tonic and strength.

Lacerated Wounds are not so easily closed, but do so when possible. 
Dress and clean with solution of Carbo-Negus, and apply Wonder Worker 
Lotion freely to heal. Feed Renovator Powders twice daily for blood.

Lampas. — A swelling or projection of the palate behind the front 
teeth, often extending below the teeth and the horse is unable to eat, the 
food dropping out when the animal attempts to chew it.

Treatment. — Add a tablespoonful of saltpeter to each pailful of water 
given the horse to drink. If the swellings are particularly troublesome open 
with the point of a knife, or touch with a stick of nitrate of silver. Feed 
com on the cob.

Big Head. — Is incurable.
Staggers. — In horses, caused by defective teeth, worms, debility, irreg

ular or improper feeding, ravenous feeding, etc. In colts, from teething, re
moval from dam too early, cold milk, suckling when dam is overheated, etc.

Symptoms. — When not engorged, loss of appetite or a capricious one 
tendency to eat filth, sore mouth, much thirst, hidebound, dry or scurfy 
skin, bowels irregular, windy, frequently a dry, short cough and sometimes 
diarrhoea, feces dark color with fetid odor; urine is dark in color, and leaves 
a red sediment, look for worms ; this condition leads to giddiness and fits.

Treatment. — Give a Physic Ball, follow with a pint of linseed oil; 
look to the mouth and teeth, see they are in proper condition ; give attention 
to the feed, make a change, give roots, good oats, no com or meal, clean, 
bright hay, sprinkled with a little salt water ; have a salt brick convenient 
for use, feed regularly moderate quantity; bran mashes are of great help; 
add to the feed for a week one Renovator Powder twice a day, then one 
daily; fresh air, pure drinking water, sanitary surroundings. If colicky 
pains, give one to three doses of my Colic Cure after feeding.

Staggers. — If from engorgement, which is shown by a pawing of the 
forefeet, the near one in particular, belching, quick pulse, hard breathing, 
saliva dribbling from the mouth, give the same treatment as before men
tioned, but give two to four doses of Colic Cure first, and for purge, give 
one pint or more of linseed oil, and give a wami injection of soapy water.

Abscess or Tumors on the Side of the Face.—If caused by foreign objects, 
like thorns, nails, etc., such articles should be removed. Bring to a head 
with poultice ; open. Wash or cleanse with Carbo-Negus, and apply Wonder 
Worker Lotion to heal. Feed Renovator Powders morning and night for con
dition and blood.

Paralysis of the Lip. — In recent cases. Incessant applications of 
Liniment Powder, hot; alternate with Daniels’ Oster-Cocus Liniment 
externally. Good food; box stall; perfect rest. Renovator Powder twice 
daily. Sometimes Absorbent Blister will give good results.
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GARB O - NEGUS

For Veterinary Use

Is a Germicide, a Styptic, a Detergent, a Dis
infectant, a Purifier, Deodorizer, an 

Antiseptic and Insecticide
CLEANSES AND PURIFIES 
THE HOUSE.KENaCLAMDSMU
NMflUCtJFiaSttVERMfcl

The germ danger is so widely recognized by au
thorities in the present age, it seems hardly necessary 
to remind the reader of the great importance of des
troying all foul matter on discovery, the urgent need 
of disinfecting the premises, and above all, the im

portance of cleansing and disinfecting sores and wounds of any kind, and 
Keeping them clean either on man or animal.

Carbo-Negus is the greatest cleanser for sores, etc., on earth. It 
should be used always for cleansing and disinfecting any Abscess, Sore, 
Harness Gall, Quittor, Fistula, or wound of any kind, before trying to heal or 
cure with any remedy of whatever nature. No remedy, however good, can do 
its work while such sore or wound is poisoned by dirt, grease and proud 
flesh. Remove these and you can heal almost by nature. Nothing ever 
invented or discovered can approach Veterinary Carbo-Negus for this work 
and no stable should be without it. It prevents the spread of Tuberculosis, 
Pleuro-Pneumonia, etc.; destroys Sheep Ticks; excels as a remedy for 
Mange. Not only prevents, but of great aid in treatment of Hog Cholera 
and Foot rot in cattle or sheep. Cholera, Roup, Gapes in poultry. For 
Lice, Itch, Mange, Abortion in cattle For Fleas, Lice, Mange, Canker in 
dogs. For Scab, Ticks, Lice, Maggots, Foot Rot, Worms in sheep. Mag
gots or lice are destroyed at once. Humor and Skin Diseases are easily 
overcome by its use. A can or germ in horses’ manes and tails (causing 
them to rub) are destroyed at once. Destroys the eggs (larvae) of flies.

Wash your horses and cattle with a weak solution of my Carbo-Negus, 
and they will not take the larvae into the system and have bots The 
horses and cattle washed in a solution of Carbo-Negus will not suffer from 
annoyance of flies. Before milking wash your cow with a solution of Carbo- 
Negus; flies will wait until after milking. Soap and soap powders as a 
cleansing wash are not a disinfectant or proud flesh and germ destroyer. 
Carbo-Negus is a cleanser and purifier, a germ and proud flesh destroyer, 
and a healer. Less expensive, safer and better than carbolic acid, iodoform, 
peroxide of hydrogen, or other advertised disinfectants.

Cleanse and disinfect Sores, Wounds and Cuts of any kind with solu
tion of Carbo-Negus; use Carbo-Negus for Leucorrhoea, Thrush, Gall Sores, 
Scratches, Nail in the Foot, Grease Heal, Aborting and Contagious diseases. 
Write for booklet on Carbo-Negus, it’s free.

Carbo-Negus has so many valuable uses it would take a big book to 
tell of them : trv it, keep it in the barn, and you wil1 think much of Carbo- 
Negu«
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Mix with Fresh Water.

l^yi'0DANieL^
CARB CD - NEGUS

As a Medicine for family use
DIRECTIONS:

Keep from Freezing
Catarrh. — Draw up into the nostrils gently three 

times a day a few drops of a solution composed of five 
drops of Carbo-Negus in a pint of warm water.

Whooping Cough. — Keep Carbo-Negus about the 
room in open vessels, renewing daily. Internally: two 
drops of Carbo-Negus in a glass of water. Dose, one 
teaspoonful every hour. No better remedy for whoop- 

IVI tapote za cents/; ing-cough and sore throat.
\ | «.ACMjiiu', us. Ringworm. — The Ringworm is a vegetable
\'| parasite, which may quickly be_ destroyed by a few

-------------------  applications of Carbo-Negus. Paint the worm with
Carbo-Negus night ana morning by means of the finger tips dipped into the 
fluid full strength.

Pimples and Face Eruptions. — Bathe the face three times a day in a 
mixture composed of a teaspoonful of Carbo-Negus to each quart of water 
used. Don’t pick the pimples with finger nails.

Warts and Corns. — Can be quickly softened and will disappear entirely 
after a few applications of Carbo-Negus, applying the strong fluid to the 
com or wart by means of a splint of wood or brush as often as convenient, 
but not less than twice daily. Use Carbo in the foot bath.

Chilblains. — If the skin is not broken anoint the feet or hands with 
Carbo-Negus night and morning; allow it to remain ten minutes, then wash 
oft with clean, warm water.

Chapped Hands. — Wash in a solution of Carbo-Negus (one teaspoonful 
to each quart of water). Nothing heals and softens the hands more quickly.

Burns and Scalds. — Foment when necessary with a mixture of ten 
drops of Carbo- Negus to each pint of water used.

In Treating Skin Diseases, pimples, face eruptions, scrofula, sores, 
chapped hands, burns or scalds, ivy poison, chilblains, frost-bites, nettle- 
rash, or any disease on the surface of the body, you will obtain instant relief 
and effect a speedy cure by its use. Use a teaspoonful of the remedy to a 
quart or more of water, and bathe the parts affected several times a day. 
Wash in clear water one hour after using.

For Diseases of the Mucous Mèmbrane, like catarrh and sore throat, 
gleet and similar inflammation, use ten drops of Carbo-Negus to a pint of 
water three times a day. It will do wonders.

Flies.—Every family is afflicted more or less by flies, moths, bedbugs, 
buffalo bugs, ants, and other insects. To destroy these pests, use one gill of 
Carbo-Negus to each gallon of water, aid wet thoroughly the floors, base
boards, bedsteads, carpets, and sprinkle the clothes and furniture. For hies, 
sprinkle the floors of the kitchen, wash-room, or other places infested by 
tnem, and they will disappear as if by magic.

Women. — For women Carbo-Negus used as a vaginal douche in a 
solution of half a teaspoonful to two quarts of warm water will positively 
prevent and cure all discharges, inflammation and pain; if too strong use 
wvw Carbo-Negus.
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Men. — CarboNegus used as a douche,-in a solution of half a teaspoon- 
tul to two quarts of warm water, will prevent and cure all discharges, in
flammation and pain from gleet and inflammatory conditions.

Ivy Poisoning. — Apply a solution of one part of CarboNegus to ten of 
water once an hour, and wash off in five minutes. A few applications will 
cure in every instance.

Itching. — Use as a wash Carbo-Negus, one teaspoonful to each pint of 
water, repeating frequently; use it in the bath.

Dandruff. — As a scalp wash, nothing equals a teaspoonful of Carbo- 
Negus mixed with a quart of warm water.

Lice. —Wash with a solution of Carbo-Negus, one gill to every quart 
of water, repeating daily for a few days.

Insect Bites and Mosquitos. — Paint the parts stung, etc., with Carbo- 
Negus every hour and allow to dry on until the pain ceases.

Fetid Feet. — Wash and soak the feet in a solution of Carbo-Negus, one 
tablespoonful to each quart of water. Use it always in the bath.

For the Sick-Room. — To prevent the spread of infectious diseases, 
such as cholera, scarlet fever, measles, grippe, diphtheria, smallpox, etc., 
with a solution wash floors and walls and sprinkle freely everywhere. Hang 
cloths dipped in this solution about the room. Spittoons and chamber 
vessels should always contain this mixture. Wet all cloths and dishes before 
removing from the room. Use two tablespoonfuls to a pail of water.

No family can get along without CarlxvNegus. Once used you will 
always use it and for many things it is unequaled.

For the Foot-Bath. — How man)' people, especially women, suffer from 
tired feet; walking heats them, standing causes them to swell; both are 
tiresome and exhaustive. Use Carbo-Negus in the foot bath.

For Hen-Houses and Hens
Lice. — Sprinkle, with solution of one teaspoonful to a quart of water, 

the floors, roosts and nests. Sprinkle the birds when possible. When white
washing, put a teaspoonful of Carbo-Negus to a gallon of whitewash.

For Cholera. — Isolate the birds. In drinking water put five drops of 
Carbo-Negus to a quart. Sprinkle the coop well, and have the air heavily 
impregnated with Carbo-Negus. Do this by having pans filled with solution 
on the floors, and wet blankets or cloths with the same, and hang them 
about th* premises.

- For Swine
Hog Cholera. — Sprinkle several times daily the pens, troughs, etc., 

with solution of Carbo-Negus, say a gill to a gallon ot water. This will 
prevent the contagion from spreading.

Itching on Swine. — Wash thoroughly with solution, tablespoonful to a 
quart ot water, two or three times a day.

Lice. — Wash thoroughly with solution, two teaspoonfuls to a quart of 
water, twice daily. Sprinkle the pens often with the same solution.

Mange on Swine. — Thoroughly wash the hide (use a stiff brush) with 
solution one gill of CarboNegus to gallon of water, four to six times daily. 
Wash all pens and troughs with same solution. This is a contagious disease.

Sore Throat and Bronchitis. — A teaspoonful of CarboNegus to a quart 
of water and gargle the throat two or three times a day.

Wounds and Sores. — Wash with solution of one teaspoonful of Carbo
Negus te a half pint of water several times daily,
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HINTS WORTH REMEMBERING
Always keep in your stable Daniels’ remedies. They are handy, 

inexpensive and useful. Even if you depend usually upon a veterinary, 
he can’t always be handy, and the life of a horse often depends upon 
immediate help. You will find them of daily use.

Do not use ground and patent feeds. _ They are expensive and many 
are dangerous, often composed of sweepings, talc, marble, plaster and 
other weight-giving properties. Use oats, corn, good hay, Daniels’ Horse 
Renovator. This makes the. best stock food to be had.

To Make a Syringe.—A common tin funnel or tunnel ; to the small end 
attach about three or four feet of small size garden or rubber hose, trim or 
smooth off the other end and you have a good horse syringe. To use it 
smear the end of the tubing with vaseline, lard or oil, insert it into the 
rectum with care, elevate the tunnel end and have an assistant pour the 
proposed injection into the tunnel from this elevated position; hold the tube 
in place for a few moments when it should be removed and the enema is 
discharged. Rear in mind this fact: If you keep your horse in condition 
worms will never be a source of trouble to him, and nothing you can use 
will give better results than Dr. Daniels’ Horse Renovator added to the 
feed for a week at a time, when doing extra hard work or when recovering 
from any sort of sickness.

Laxative Food.—It is good for allaying inflammatory symptoms 
when it is desired to keep tne bowels in a lax state and in promoting the 
excretion of waste material from the system, as well as to keep up strength. 
Grass, green wheat, oats and barley ; carrots, parsnips, turnips, gruel, bran 
mash, linseed and bran mash, boiled barley, linseed tea and hay tea. 
Adding Daniels’ Renovator Powders to the feed daily helps to keep the 
animal in a laxative condition.

Linseed Tea.—Bruised linseed, 4 to 6 ounces, 1 gallon boiling water, 
simmer for two hours, strain, add a little molasses.

Linseed Mash.—Linseed, 2 quarts, a teacupful of sugar, 6 quarts boil
ing water, simmer slow from 4 to 5 hours.

How to Make a Poultice.—Poultices are of the greatest value in some cases, 
in fact indispensable. A first-class poultice is made by pouring boiling water 
into bran. All the better if one-fourth as much linseed meal ha* been put 
into the bran. Pour the water on slowly, stirring the bran, and let it stand 
and cook a few minutes, and put it on as hot as can be borne. Always 
make enough. Use for ordinary poultice six or eight quarts of bran and 
two quarts of linseed. Get it just thick enough to spread nicely without 
any lumps. If used before it is well cooked it is liable to grow dry and 
become useless. Boiled turnips can be substituted for linseed if more 
convenient. Always use a sufficient quantity of poultice, and have it soft 
and moist. Flaxseed meal and powdered slippery elm in equal portions 
make an excellent poultice, and a few drops of Daniels’ Carbo-Negus is a 
disinfectant and purifier which should be added.

Barley Water.—Barley, 1 pound, 2 gallons water, boil down to 6 quarts, 
strain, add teacup of molasses.

Bran Mashes.—Half peck bran, enough boiling water to scald it thor
oughly, stir well and give warm. Always give mashes from a clean pail. ,
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De A* GDaniels1 Medicines

Dr. A. C. Daniels’Cow Invigorator.
Unlike horses, cattle are fed for fat, or milk; horses are fed for 

speed and strength. Cattle the reverse, it may be said—they are 
plethoric, slow, under stimulating or fat producing feeds, and they 
become peculiarly subject to all those ills brought on by rich and 
bloodmaking foods. Cattle lack the courage of other animals. 
They do not bear pain as well, and as a consequence their ills bear 
upon them severely and they yield and give up to despair easily. 
Frequently a sick cow will refuse to rise on her feet, when she is 
well able to do so. For this reason they demand a greater amount 
of Tonic to be given more freely during suffering and much longer 
after suffering from acute or dangerous ills. Cattle have less 
vitality than the horse and are subject to contagious and infec
tious diseases, whole herds being destroyed, while the accident of 
Aborting is almost sure to affect all the cows in the herd.

Dr. Daniels’ Cow Invigorator is one of the greatest Medicines 
for improving and keeping your cow in prime condition in the 
world. A trial package will convince you of its worth. You will 
always insist on Daniels’ Invigorator for your cows once you have 
tried it. '

Dairymen and owners of cows will find Dr. A. C. Daniels’ Veteri
nary Medicines of great benefit and value in treating their stock in 
ordinary and every-day accidents and ills.

Things It Will Do:

Save your cow from aborting and retained afterbirth; give 
them strength when calving. Prevents Diarrhoea and Scouring 
in cow or calves. Overcomes barrenness. Increases the quantity 
and quality of milk. Garget and caked udder yield to the treat
ment with Cow Invigorator.

When suffering from Hoose or Husk or Coughs and Colds, Cow 
Invigorator helps wonderfully. Stomach Staggers, Constipation, 
Loss of Cud and in all sorts of conditions Daniels’ Cow Invigorator 
will prove a great blessing. Don’t be afraid to try it if you have a 
cow. If they are well it is good for them and if they are sick it is 
the best tonic to be given.

SEND FOR DR. DANIELS’ BOOK ON COWS.
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A FEW BAD LEGS

Many horses have legs like these, home men don't care, some do.
Dr. Daniels’ Remedies can do all of them good. Can cure some of them; 

can relieve others. A little time and patien.e will make the horse feel better, 
look better, work better and sell better, Why not try ? Investigate.

SOME FEET

Has your horse any hoofs like these ? The bad ones require Hoof Grower 
and Daniel’s Treatment.
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b A'CDaniels1 Medicines

DR. DANIELS’ EMERGENCY CASE
SPECIFIC MEDICINES FOR 

HORSE OWNERS AND PRIVATE STABLES
Contains a Full Assortment of Dr. Daniels* Warranted Veterinary Medicines, 

a Clinical Thermometer, Medicine Doser, Dropper and Syringe.

AN INSURANCE POLICY
Every horse and cattle owner should have one of the cases in the 

stable. It contains a package each of Dr. Daniels’ Horse Remedies 
and makes a convenient and valuable assistant to you in case of 
emergency. Keep the case filled and you have a paid up insurance 
policy on your stock against loss from ordinary disease and common 
accidents. Price $7.50. Any dealer in our medicines can supply 
one of these handy cases. If not, send to us and we will see that 
you get it.
DR. A. C. DANIELS, Inc., 172 Milk. St., Boston, Mass.
THE DR. A. C. DANIELS CO. OF CANADA, Ltd., Knowlton, 

Canada. »
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Dr. A. C. Daniels’ Symptom Sheet
Mark the spot on the figure as near 
as you can to indicate where the 
trouble exists.

Marques sur la figure aussi bien que 
possible la place ou le trouble existe.

Showing Bones and Joints and Points of Lamenees 
which Dr. Daniels’ Remedies will relieve,

ATROPHY OF MUSCLES'
OF THE SH0U10ER (SWEENEY)

FISTULOUS WITHERS »*CK BONE AND SPINE

" cSACRUfl

shoulder
-JOINT LAMENESS-

CAPPED eibow(shoe boil)' 

ELBOW .‘OINT LAMENESS

CAPPED KNEE -------

COMPUCATEO SPLINT 

SHANK -

ELBOW
STXfVV

1 RADIUS CAPPED MOCK\ 
THOROUGH PIN

I
NNEE BONES 
SIMPLE SPLINT H0CKB0Hij

FETLOCK
PASTERN

JOINT .......
BONES -

I SING

/SPRAIN 
\ SUSPENSORY 
lllGAMENT

LAHINITISO# FOUNDER/
(NAVICULAR

DISEASE 
'SIDE BONIS

FETLOCK JOINT,

rPASTERN JOINT/ 
BONE OF FOOT/

CURB

SPUNT

SHANK

PASTERN
BONES

Gelding...........
Age................... . .Farm....................Colt.................
Lame...............
Sore or Stiff...
Swelling..........
Appetite..........
Cold.................
Worms............
Urine...............
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vo all lovera of the Dorse, the most valuable and useful 
as well as most abused of animals, 

this booh Is dedicated.

TRADE MARK

Home Treatment for Horses 
and Cattle

DR. A. C. DANIELS*
WARRANTED

Veterinary
AND HOW TO USE THEM

The Causes, Symptoms and Treatment 
of the Diseases for which They are Used

***
COfYElGHT. 1911, BY A. C. DANIELS (iNC.)

All Rights Reserved

Every Package is Warranted to Please the User, or 
Money Refunded Without Argument

THE DR. A. C. DANIELS CO. OF CANADA, Ltd.
Knowlton, Province of Quebec.

The Largest Manufacturers of Veterinary Medicines, for Home 
Treatment of Dumb Animals, in the World

DR. A. C. DANIELS, Inc., 172 Milk St., Boston, Mass
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